
WHDO-CD 

Most Significant Issues Programs List 

April, May, June 2021 

 

During the second quarter of 2021, WHDO-CD broadcast the following Issue 
Responsive programming: 

American Roundtable WHDO .1 & WHDO .2 

American Roundtable, with host Al Spry, features weekly, half hour, in-depth 
roundtable-style discussion of state, national, and international issues and events 
affecting country. “Roundtable” features the sharpest minds in the political, 
historical and cultural spheres, as well as world-famous authors, political and 
business leaders from around the state.   
WHDO .1: Monday, Wednesday, Friday 9:00am/30 minutes  
WHDO .2: Monday 6:30am/30 minutes 
 
Daily Flash 
 
Daily Flash is locally produced in Orlando and offers a fresh look at today’s news, 
entertainment and lifestyle trends, keeping viewers informed and entertained. 
Hosts DeAnn MacCloskey and Mitch English offer a daily look at what audiences 
need to know. Monday to Friday, 8:30am/30 minutes 
 
Coffee With America WHDO .2 
 
Coffee With America is a weekly half-hour series that will bring you up to speed 
on “what’s brewing” in news, social media and pop culture. Monday 6:00am/30 
minutes. 
 
Hiring America WHDO .2 

Hiring America is a weekly 30 minute series that features several U.S. 
companies offering real jobs to America’s veterans. Career counselors and HR 
specialists share uniquely tailored insights on how to find suitable employment, 
as well as valuable PTSD information to help vets and their families ease their 
transition on to civilian life. Monday 11:00am/30 minutes 

More Than the Music WHDO .2 is a weekly half-hour musical series featuring 
revealing interviews with the legends, rising stars and aspiring artists of country, 
bluegrass and more. Monday, 11:30am/30 minutes;  
 



Community Calendar is a 1 minute feature broadcast throughout the week  
highlighting and publicizing events in the City of License, Orlando, as well as the 
surrounding areas. Daily, 4:28am – 3:58pm, 1-3 minutes each  

 
Public Service Announcements which address issues, needs, and interests 
facing the community. 

Complete program descriptions follow. 
 
 

American Roundtable 
WHDO .1 

Monday, Wednesday, Friday 9:00am 
30 minutes  

ROUNDTABLE 
 
Spry and Strickler: US orders 500M doses of vaccine. 
5 minutes 
w/Spry and Strickler – Alaska to allow all age 16 and up to get 
vaccine. Smithsonian acquires COVID memorabilia. 
10 minutes 
w/Spry and Strickler – Latest sexual allegations against Cuomo 
are “most egregious” yet. 
10 minutes 
w/Spry and Strickler – Geraldo Rivera ponders a senate run. 
Bird missing for 170 years turns up in Indonesia. 
5 minutes 

Apr 09, 2021 
Apr	19,	2021	
Apr	28,	2021	
May	07,	2021	
	

ROUNDTABLE 
 
Spry and Strickler: We are soon to be on locast.org. Blitz of 
Biden orders rolls back Trump’s legacy. 
5 minutes 
w/Spry and Strickler – Biden wore mask when signing the 
orders. No more border wall or Keystone XL Pipeline. 
10 minutes 
w/Spry and Strickler – Most GOP senators vote to dismiss 
Trump trial. 
10 minutes 
w/Spry and Strickler – Biden won’t be renewing fed gov’t 
contracts to private prison operators. Goys censures its CEO 
after incendiary remarks. 

Apr	02,	2021	
	

ROUNDTABLE 
 



Spry and Strickler: Feds rescind “Zero Tolerance” immigration 
policy. 
5 minutes 
w/Spry and Strickler – Trump establishes the “Office of the 
Former President”. No new members in the Baseball Hall of 
Fame class. 
10 minutes 
w/Spry and Strickler – Portland mayor pepper sprays a man 
who accosted him over a mask. Feds buying 200M more doses of 
Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine. 
10 minutes 
w/Spry and Strickler – Best essay on the afterlife gets $500K. 
Lawmaker trying to establish Big Foot hunting season. 

Apr	05,	2021	
	
	

ROUNDTABLE 
 Spry and Strickler: Trump lawyers: impeachment trial isn’t  
about justice, it’s about political theater.  
5 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – Peers respected the ‘calm, unselfish”  
George Shultz. Palm Beach debates Trump’s stay at Mar-ALago.  
10 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – Reality TV star urges state and fed  
legislation to improve oversight.  
10 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – Chicago restauranteur feeds homeless  
tamales. Dolly Parton steps on her message.  
5 minutes 
 
Apr	07,	2021	
Jun	14,	2021	

	
 
 
 
	
ROUNDTABLE 
 
Spry and Strickler: Biden plans victory lap after signing 
COVID relief bill. 
5 minutes 
w/Spry and Strickler – COVID: Brazil is a “threat to 
humanity”. Merrick Garland becomes attorney general. 
10 minutes 
w/Spry and Strickler – McConnell and other lawmakers balk at 
“Ghastly Capitol Security”. 
10 minutes 
w/Spry and Strickler – Daylight Savings Time could become 
permanent. 1697 sealed letter “opened” with X-Rays. 

Apr	12,	2021	
Apr	21,	2021	
Apr	30,	2021	



May	10,	2021	
May	17,	2021	
	
ROUNDTABLE 
Spry and Strickler: Feds finally allow journalists to visit Mexico 
border detention facility. Overcrowded and chaotic. 
5 minutes 
w/Spry and Strickler – More on border detention facility. 
10 minutes 
w/Spry and Strickler – GA Gov Brian Kemp signs restrictive 
voting bill. Black Dem. Rep. Park Cannon arrested for knocking 
on Gov’s door during signing. 
10 minutes 
w/Spry and Strickler – When criticizing the voter law, Biden 
told a whopper. 

Apr	14,	2021	
Apr	23,	2021	
May	03,	2021	
May	12,	2021	
May	19,	2021	
Jun	07,	2021	
	
ROUNDTABLE 
 
Spry and Strickler: Dr. Birx: I had an “uncomfortable” call 
with Trump. 
5 minutes 
w/Spry and Strickler – Trump responds to Birx & Fauci 
comments. 
10 minutes 
w/Spry and Strickler – Woman says Cuomo kissed her cheek 
while inspecting flood damage. Bide: I have no idea if there will 
be a GOP in 2024. 
10 minutes 
w/Spry and Strickler – Poland fights Holocaust finding. 
Endangered Condors return to N. California skies after nearly a 
century. 
5 minute 
 
Jun	09,	2021	
Apr	16,	2021	
Apr	26,	2021	
May	05,	2021	
May	14,	2021	
May	21,	2021	

 
ROUNDTABLE 



 Spry and Strickler: Moderna says it’s vaccine works in kids as  
young as 12.  
5 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – Media does a U-Turn on Wuhan lab  
theory. Now says it could have leaked.  
10 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – Rep. Cong. Marjorie Taylor Greene is  
wrong about Holocaust comparison. Stone Mountain GA park is  
making changes.  
10 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – Flight attendant loses 2 teeth in on-plane  
assault. Sinead O’Connor: Pope photo belonged to her abusive  
mom.  
5 minutes 
Jun	18,	2021	
Jun	28,	2021	

 
ROUNDTABLE 
 
 Spry and Strickler: Gov. Whitmer of MI apologizes for breaking  
her own COVID rule. Bill Shakespeare, first man to receive  
COVID vaccine dies.  
5 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – Sen. Rand Paul rejects CDC advice on  
vaccine. Famous Breckinridge rescue has chilling effect.  
10 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – After enduring China’s wrath, John  
Cena is sorry.  
10 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – Working too many hours is killing  
745,000 per year. 100 year old Galapagos tortoise found on  
Fernandina Island is member of extinct species.  
5 minutes 

Jun	21,	2021	
Jun	30,	2021	

 
ROUNDTABLE 
 
Spry and Strickler: Gov. DeSantis scraps COVID mask  
mandates. Floridians rejoice!  
5 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – It might be time to give up on the  
concept of herd immunity.  
10 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – Melinda and Bill Gates divorce. She  
won’t seek spousal support. George Floyd killer Derek Chauvin  
asks for a new trial.  
10 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – Photo of Chauvin juror wearing BLM  
shirt raises eyebrows.  
5 minutes 

May	24,	2021	
May	28,	2021	



Jun	02,	2021	
Jun	16,	2021	

 
ROUNDTABLE 
 
 Spry and Strickler: Former Gov. Charlie Crist to run again for  
Governor. Trump starts a Twitter-like platform.  
5 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – No deal with Iran to swap prisoners.  
Oldest Supreme Court Justice under pressure to retire. Stephen  
Breyer is 82.  
10 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – Cong. Liz Cheney continues to oppose  
Trump. May lose her conference chair. New type of bear - the  
“Pizzly”.  
10 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – Eleven Madison Park, a three-Michelin  
star NYC restaurant, is going all Vegan. Pandora to scrap  
buying real diamonds and will only sell lab-made diamonds.  
DeBeers not amused.  
5 minutes 

26 May 2021 
04 Jun 2021 
 
 
ROUNDTABLE 
 
Spry and Strickler: This may be the most competitive housing  
market ever.  
5 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – Another cyberattack hits JBS, the  
world’s largest meat company.  
10 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – Dems walk out, blocking TX voting bill.  
10 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – Slave owner’s descendant pays  
reparations. Supreme Court: Johnson & Johnson owes woman  
$2B Talcum powder had asbestos. Man returns Dylan album to  
library borrowed in 1973.  
5 minutes 
 
Jun	23,	2021	
	

ROUNDTABLE 
 



 Spry and Strickler: Trump reportedly makes claims about being  
“reinstated”.  
5 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – GOP uses filibuster to derail January 6th  
inquiry.  
10 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – Pelosi rules out commission on Capitol  
attack. May go for a select committee. Biden suspends oil and  
gas leases in the Arctic National Refuge.  
10 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – Biden steps up effort to trace COVID’s  
origin. Stetson and Goorin Bros. takes hats off shelfs at antivcxx hat 
store.  
5 minutes 
Jun	25,	2021	
 

	
	

	
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
	
 

	
 

American Roundtable 
WHDO .2 

Monday 6:30am 
30 minutes 

ROUNDTABLE 
 
Spry and Strickler: US orders 500M doses of vaccine. 
5 minutes 
w/Spry and Strickler – Alaska to allow all age 16 and up to get 
vaccine. Smithsonian acquires COVID memorabilia. 
10 minutes 
w/Spry and Strickler – Latest sexual allegations against Cuomo 
are “most egregious” yet. 
10 minutes 
w/Spry and Strickler – Geraldo Rivera ponders a senate run. 
Bird missing for 170 years turns up in Indonesia. 
5 minutes 
Mon,	Apr	26,	2021	06:30:00	
 
ROUNDTABLE 



 
Spry and Strickler: We are soon to be on locast.org. Blitz of 
Biden orders rolls back Trump’s legacy. 
5 minutes 
w/Spry and Strickler – Biden wore mask when signing the 
orders. No more border wall or Keystone XL Pipeline. 
10 minutes 
w/Spry and Strickler – Most GOP senators vote to dismiss 
Trump trial. 
10 minutes 
w/Spry and Strickler – Biden won’t be renewing fed gov’t 
contracts to private prison operators. Goys censures its CEO 
after incendiary remarks. 
Mon,	Apr	5,	2021	06:30:00	
 
 
ROUNDTABLE 
 
Spry and Strickler: Feds rescind “Zero Tolerance” immigration 
policy. 
5 minutes 
w/Spry and Strickler – Trump establishes the “Office of the 
Former President”. No new members in the Baseball Hall of 
Fame class. 
10 minutes 
w/Spry and Strickler – Portland mayor pepper sprays a man 
who accosted him over a mask. Feds buying 200M more doses of 
Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine. 
10 minutes 
w/Spry and Strickler – Best essay on the afterlife gets $500K. 
Lawmaker trying to establish Big Foot hunting season. 
Mon,	Apr	12,	2021	06:30:00	
 
ROUNDTABLE 
 
 Spry and Strickler: Trump lawyers: impeachment trial isn’t  
about justice, it’s about political theater.  
5 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – Peers respected the ‘calm, unselfish”  
George Shultz. Palm Beach debates Trump’s stay at Mar-ALago.  
10 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – Reality TV star urges state and fed  
legislation to improve oversight.  
10 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – Chicago restauranteur feeds homeless  
tamales. Dolly Parton steps on her message.  
5 minutes 
Mon,	Apr	19,	2021	06:30:00	
 
ROUNDTABLE 
 



Spry and Strickler: Biden plans victory lap after signing 
COVID relief bill. 
5 minutes 
w/Spry and Strickler – COVID: Brazil is a “threat to 
humanity”. Merrick Garland becomes attorney general. 
10 minutes 
w/Spry and Strickler – McConnell and other lawmakers balk at 
“Ghastly Capitol Security”. 
10 minutes 
w/Spry and Strickler – Daylight Savings Time could become 
permanent. 1697 sealed letter “opened” with X-Rays. 
Mon,	May	3,	2021	06:30:00	
 
ROUNDTABLE 
Spry and Strickler: Feds finally allow journalists to visit Mexico 
border detention facility. Overcrowded and chaotic. 
5 minutes 
w/Spry and Strickler – More on border detention facility. 
10 minutes 
w/Spry and Strickler – GA Gov Brian Kemp signs restrictive 
voting bill. Black Dem. Rep. Park Cannon arrested for knocking 
on Gov’s door during signing. 
10 minutes 
w/Spry and Strickler – When criticizing the voter law, Biden 
told a whopper. 
Mon,	May	10,	2021	06:30:00	
 
ROUNDTABLE 
 
Spry and Strickler: Dr. Birx: I had an “uncomfortable” call 
with Trump. 
5 minutes 
w/Spry and Strickler – Trump responds to Birx & Fauci 
comments. 
10 minutes 
w/Spry and Strickler – Woman says Cuomo kissed her cheek 
while inspecting flood damage. Bide: I have no idea if there will 
be a GOP in 2024. 
10 minutes 
w/Spry and Strickler – Poland fights Holocaust finding. 
Endangered Condors return to N. California skies after nearly a 
century. 
5 minutes 
Mon,	May	17,	2021	06:30:00	
 
ROUNDTABLE 
 



 Spry and Strickler: Moderna says it’s vaccine works in kids as  
young as 12.  
5 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – Media does a U-Turn on Wuhan lab  
theory. Now says it could have leaked.  
10 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – Rep. Cong. Marjorie Taylor Greene is  
wrong about Holocaust comparison. Stone Mountain GA park is  
making changes.  
10 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – Flight attendant loses 2 teeth in on-plane  
assault. Sinead O’Connor: Pope photo belonged to her abusive  
mom.  
5 minutes 
Mon,	Jun	7,	2021	06:30:00	
 
ROUNDTABLE 
 
 Spry and Strickler: Gov. Whitmer of MI apologizes for breaking  
her own COVID rule. Bill Shakespeare, first man to receive  
COVID vaccine dies.  
5 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – Sen. Rand Paul rejects CDC advice on  
vaccine. Famous Breckinridge rescue has chilling effect.  
10 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – After enduring China’s wrath, John  
Cena is sorry.  
10 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – Working too many hours is killing  
745,000 per year. 100 year old Galapagos tortoise found on  
Fernandina Island is member of extinct species.  
5 minutes 
Mon,	Jun	14,	2021	06:30:00	
 
ROUNDTABLE 
 
Spry and Strickler: Gov. DeSantis scraps COVID mask  
mandates. Floridians rejoice!  
5 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – It might be time to give up on the  
concept of herd immunity.  
10 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – Melinda and Bill Gates divorce. She  
won’t seek spousal support. George Floyd killer Derek Chauvin  
asks for a new trial.  
10 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – Photo of Chauvin juror wearing BLM  
shirt raises eyebrows.  
5 minutes 
Mon,	May	24,	2021	06:30:00	
 
ROUNDTABLE 
 



 Spry and Strickler: Former Gov. Charlie Crist to run again for  
Governor. Trump starts a Twitter-like platform.  
5 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – No deal with Iran to swap prisoners.  
Oldest Supreme Court Justice under pressure to retire. Stephen  
Breyer is 82.  
10 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – Cong. Liz Cheney continues to oppose  
Trump. May lose her conference chair. New type of bear - the  
“Pizzly”.  
10 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – Eleven Madison Park, a three-Michelin  
star NYC restaurant, is going all Vegan. Pandora to scrap  
buying real diamonds and will only sell lab-made diamonds.  
DeBeers not amused.  
5 minutes 
Mon,	May	31,	2021	06:30:00	
 
ROUNDTABLE 
 
Spry and Strickler: This may be the most competitive housing  
market ever.  
5 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – Another cyberattack hits JBS, the  
world’s largest meat company.  
10 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – Dems walk out, blocking TX voting bill.  
10 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – Slave owner’s descendant pays  
reparations. Supreme Court: Johnson & Johnson owes woman  
$2B Talcum powder had asbestos. Man returns Dylan album to  
library borrowed in 1973.  
5 minutes 
Mon,	Jun	21,	2021	06:30:00	
 
ROUNDTABLE 
 
 Spry and Strickler: Trump reportedly makes claims about being  
“reinstated”.  
5 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – GOP uses filibuster to derail January 6th  
inquiry.  
10 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – Pelosi rules out commission on Capitol  
attack. May go for a select committee. Biden suspends oil and  
gas leases in the Arctic National Refuge.  
10 minutes  
w/Spry and Strickler – Biden steps up effort to trace COVID’s  
origin. Stetson and Goorin Bros. takes hats off shelfs at antivcxx 
hat store.  
5 minutes 
Mon,	Jun	28,	2021	06:30:00	
 
 

 



Daily Flash 
Monday to Friday, 8:30am 

30 minutes 
DAILY FLASH 
 
Monday 3/29: 
 
CDC changes school guidelines 
the cdc is relaxing its covid-19 guidelines for students who can now safely sit just 3 feet 
apart in the classroom as long as they wear masks. 
the usual 6 feet away from one another should be kept at sporting events, assemblies, 
lunch or chorus practice. 
weather events bring concerns 
a massive cold air outbreak over the central u.s. in early february set hundreds of cold 
temperature records, and this weather event has meteorologists concerned. 
the year was 2011, when a moderate la niña weather pattern and an active jet stream 
generated the scenario that's almost identical to what we've experienced so far in 2021. 
first-ever space hurricane 
a first-ever "space hurricane" was spotted whirling above the earth. 
the 600-mile-wide mass of plasma occurred several hundreds of miles above the north 
pole. 
the spectacle was captured by satellites in august 2014, but only recently uncovered 
during research led by scientists from shandong university in china. 
michael jordan's mansion hasn't sold 
michael jordan hasn't slam-dunked a buyer on his illinois mansion in its nine years on 
the market. 
the 58-year-old jordan purchased the estate with his wife at the time, juanita vanoy, in 
1991 for $2 million – the same year he won his first of six nba championships with the 
chicago bulls. 
lizzo casting full figured women 
lizzo is making a twerking-filled reality series for amazon. 
the project is a competition series seeking full-figured models and dancers. the goal is 
to find people talented enough to accompany the three-time grammy winner onstage as 
part of her next crew. 
according to the casting call, only the most talented dancers and models will have 
what it takes to twerk it out on tour and stomp it out on the runway. 
the project says it's seeking people who have been underrepresented and underappreciated for 
far too long. 
chrissy teigen virtual mtg at docs office 
chrissy teigen wasn't going to allow a doctor's visit to get in the way of her busy 
schedule. 
the model and celebrity cookbook author posted a photo of herself in a hospital gown 
lying in a medical office while conducting a virtual meeting. "when you have a really 
important meeting with really important people but you also feel like some organs need 
removal," she wrote in the caption to the photo. 
 
Tuesday 3/30: 
 
deadly fireworks blast 
a deadly california fireworks explosion caused at least $3-point-2 million in damage. 
the blast in the town of ontario was caused when a stash of fireworks inside a house 
exploded. it killed two people, destroyed several buildings and damaged others. 
it also forced residents to evacuate from about 80 homes for several days. 
spain legalizes assisted suicide 
spanish lawmakers passed a law to legalize euthanasia and assisted suicide for people 



with severe and incurable illnesses. 
the ruling passed with 202 votes in favor and 141 against. 
supporting and opposing groups reportedly protested outside the parliament during 
the debate. 
the new law allows medical staff to intentionally end a life to relieve suffering, known 
as euthanasia, and assisted suicide, meaning the patient carries out the procedure. 
party's over! 
miami beach is cracking down on spring break as unprecedented crowds overwhelm the 
sunny seaside party-time paradise. 
the city imposed a curfew and declared a state of emergency in its busy entertainment 
district to combat mounting chaos. 
the miami beach mayor said that the volume is clearly more than it's been in previous 
years and that is in part due to the fact that there are very few places open elsewhere in 
the country. 
worst house on the street 
a realtor based in florida has been praised for advertising a home on the market for 
which she describes as literally the worst house on the street. 
pulling absolutely no punches as to the huge task potential buyers would be inheriting, 
she writes: "the roof leaks, the floor creaks, and there's a terrible draft, but this 3 bed, 
1-point-5 bath home is very open concept. and by that we mean the inside is open to the 
outside because several of the windows are broken." 
bhad bhabie alleged abuse at teen camp 
bhad bhabie, the teen rapper who shot to infamy with a wild appearance on dr. phil in 
2016 claims she was abused at a boot camp for troubled teens, which dr. phil sent her to. 
danielle bregoli, who was featured on the counseling show along with her mother, 
was taken to turn-about ranch in utah in the middle of the night by two "transporters," 
according to a video she posted to her youtube page. 
lebron james out indefinitely 
the los angeles lakers lost lebron james to a high-ankle sprain that will keep the future 
hall of famer out indefinitely and potentially cost him the mvp. 
james' right ankle was rolled over by atlanta's solomon hill, who was called for a foul 
as he reached awkwardly for a steal in the second quarter of the lakers' loss to the 
hawks. 
he got up and briefly stayed in the game, but james called a timeout and knocked over a 
chair before limping to the locker room. he was ruled out for the remainder of the 
game. 
 
Wednesday 3/31: 
 
zoo scare 
a man and his 2-year-old daughter hopped multiple barriers at the san diego zoo to get 
a selfie with an elephant before being charged by the majestic animal. 
25-year-old jose navarette was arrested on charges of child endangerment after he 
allegedly entered the zoo's elephant habitat to snap a picture of the toddler with the 
animals. 
prosecutor demoted for side hustle 
a pennsylvania prosecutor was demoted for delivering for door dash while on job. 
gregg shore was demoted from the office's first assistant district attorney to being a 
deputy district attorney. 
shore had been working for doordash, delivering food during work hours, from 
october to february. the bucks county courier times said shore's salary as first 
assistant was $125-thousand. 
nfl finalizes new tv deals 
the nfl is making a killing on its new tv agreements. 
in a new 11-year deal with broadcast partners that starts in 2023, the nfl is getting more 
than $100 billion. 



amazon prime video is getting exclusive rights to "thursday night football" as part of 
the new package, and espn/abc is getting two super bowls, the first in 2026. 
alternate mrs. doubtfire version? 
mrs. doubtfire director chris columbus just revealed new details about the classic film. 
fans went wild after a viral tweet claimed that, because of robin williams' 
incomparable improv skills as the beloved british nanny, an nc-17 version of the 1993 
movie exists. mrs. doubtfire hit theaters with a pg-13 rating. 
however, the 62-year-old director set the record straight on the viral tweet. 
 
Thursday 4/1: 
 
goldman sachs 100-hour work week 
goldman sachs boss david solomon has heard the complaints from junior bankers 
about their 100-hour work weeks. 
in a voice memo, the hard-charging chief executive told employees he will strengthen 
enforcement of the wall street giant's saturday rule -- which means that employees 
cannot work from 9 p.m. friday to 9 a.m. sunday except in certain circumstances -- in a 
bid to make sure they have at least one day off each week. 
college students sue for online tuition 
three students have filed lawsuits against oregon's two largest colleges saying they 
were charged full-price for online classes of poorer quality than in-person classes. 
when the university of oregon and oregon state university closed their campuses 
because of the coronavirus pandemic, they didn't offer to refund students' tuition bills. 
half eaten sausage solves burglary 
german police say they have solved a nine-year-old burglary after dna found on a halfeaten piece 
of sausage matched that of a man detained in france for an unrelated crime. 
police said that the sausage belonged to the victim, and the suspect -- a 30-year-old 
albanian citizen -- appeared to have helped himself to a bite during the march 2012 breakin. 
it wasn't clear what type of sausage -- known in germany as wurst -- the burglar had 
nibbled, though police said it was a hard variety. 
meghan markle & queen cartoon outrage 
french satirical magazine charlie hebdo has prompted outrage after releasing a 
cartoon depicting the uk's queen elizabeth kneeling on the neck of meghan, the duchess 
of sussex, invoking the death of george floyd. 
the cartoon is titled "why meghan quit buckingham," with meghan drawn to say: 
"because i couldn't breathe anymore!" 
 
Friday 4/2: 
 
FEMA to reimburse covid-19 funeral expenses 
reimbursement for the funeral expenses due to covid-19 is on the way for some. 
fema announced that the agency has allocated $2-billion to reimburse and pay for 
covid-19 related funeral costs -- up to $7-thousand per family. 
miami heat vaccinated fan section 
miami heat fans who are vaccinated against covid-19 will be able to sit in a special 
section for games. 
the heat is the first team to implement a vaccine section, after the nba told teams they 
could do these special sections in accordance with local and state health and safety 
guidelines. 
vaccinated spectators who choose to be in those sections will have to show proof that 
their final vaccine was administered at least 14 days prior to the game they attend. 
nike getting harder to find 
if you're struggling to find nike sneakers at your neighborhood shoe store, that's 
actually by design. 
nike wants customers to buy more of its shoes, clothing and gear at nike stores and on 
nike dot com, as well as at a more limited group of retailers. 



demi lovato identifies as california sober 
demi lovato said she still uses alcohol and marijuana in moderation more than two 
years after overdosing. 
the 28-year-old lovato got candid about her relapse, overdose, and ongoing recovery 
after she was discovered unconscious inside her home and transported to a local 
hospital for medical treatment. she suffered a heart attack, three strokes, and woke up 
in the hospital temporarily legally blind. 
lovato says that complete abstinence was difficult for her and she's since used 
moderation. 
 
Monday 4/5: 
missing woman found in storm drain 
 
a florida woman reported missing for nearly three weeks was found naked and 
trapped in an 8-foot storm drain – and told her rescuers she had been in the 
sewer system for about three weeks. 
man drives loaner car to rob bank & buy car 
a texas man used a bmw loaned to him by a dealership to rob a bank so he could 
pay for the car. 
ga. might lose masters & all-stars game 
sweeping changes to georgia voting laws were signed, and now two of the 
biggest national sporting events over the next few months are caught in the 
crossfire. 
those would be the masters this month in augusta and major league baseball's 
all-star game this july in atlanta. 
the bill is championed by republicans to ensure fair and secure elections, and 
democrats are calling it voter suppression. 
youngest american to earn a doctorate 
a 17-year-old montana girl who studied business administration at california 
intercontinental university has become the youngest american in history to earn 
a doctorate. 
chris evans tats light up the internet 
in case you've forgotten, chris evans is totally covered in tattoos. 
and the 39-year-old marvel hunk sent his fans into a frenzy during a zoom 
interview, offering a rare glimpse at his inked-up chest. 
dressed in an unbuttoned shirt over a white tank, the actor was joined by his 
brother scott evans for the conversation with ace universe's angélique roché, 
which covered topics ranging from the siblings' childhood memories to life 
during the covid-19 pandemic. 
controversial woody allen interview airs 
cbs has finally released an interview it did with woody allen last summer. 
“daily flash...news, entertainment & everything in between"  
the sitdown, conducted in july by anchor lee cowan for a "cbs sunday morning" 
special, features the controversial movie director in his first in-depth television 
interview in almost 30 years. 
 
Tuesday 4/6: 
 
half-eaten sausage solves burglary 
german police say they have solved a nine-year-old burglary after dna found on 
a half-eaten piece of sausage matched that of a man detained in france for an 
unrelated crime. 
police said that the sausage belonged to the victim, and the suspect -- a 30-year old albanian 
citizen -- appeared to have helped himself to a bite during the march 
2012 break-in. 
chip and chase 



maybe he just wanted to let the chips fall where they may. 
34-year-old joshua karpe allegedly hopped behind the wheel of a frito-lay truck in 
oklahoma city and took off after the driver left it parked at a gas station and 
went inside. 
the truck is emblazoned with an image of a bag of doritos nacho cheese flavor 
chips -- making it easy for police to keep it in sight as they chased it through three 
counties. 
power-lifting grandma 
one 78-year-old grandmother is proving that age aint nothin but a number. 
nora langdon has a real passion for heavy weights. multiple times a week you can 
find the detroit-native at her local gym for up to three hours at a time doing 
squats, bench presses and deadlifts. 
finland ranks happiest country 
despite the challenges and uncertainty created by the coronavirus pandemic over 
the last year, finland has maintained its status as the happiest country in the 
world. 
that's according to the 2021 world happiness report, and among the top 10 
happiest countries, nine were european. 
beyonce storage units robbed 
thieves who recently hit beyoncé's storage units in los angeles walked away with 
luxury handbags and dresses worth more than $1 million dollars. 
“daily flash...news, entertainment & everything in between"  
three storage units rented by the singer's entertainment production company 
were burglarized twice by thieves last month. 
chet hanks white by summer 
chet hanks is being hit with backlash after proclaiming "white boy summer" will 
soon be approaching. 
"i just got this feeling man, that this summer is, it's about to be a white boy 
summer," he deadpanned for his instagram followers. "take it how you want." 
the phrase is a play on words based on rapper megan thee stallion's "hot girl 
summer" song and internet meme, which encourages women to embrace their 
sexy side during the hottest time of the year. 
 
wednesday 4/7: 
mafia fugitive busted 
53-year-old marc feren claude biart had been on the run since 2014, when italian 
prosecutors ordered his arrest for alleged cocaine trafficking for the cacciola 
clan. 
he managed to lead a quiet life in the dominican republic until he showed off his 
italian cooking skills on a youtube channel. 
while he attempted to hide his face, he was betrayed by distinctive tattoos on his 
body. 
ny inmates eligible for covid vaccine 
a judge ruled that new york must offer all state prison and jail inmates the 
coronavirus vaccine -- calling the group's past eligibility exclusion unfair and 
unjust. 
barbershop offers covid vaccine 
a wisconsin barbershop is offering its customers something more than just a 
regular trim -- it's hosting a covid-19 vaccination clinic. 
cryptocurrency pays visa bill 
in the latest indication of the growing acceptance of digital currencies by the 
mainstream financial industry, you can now pay off your visa bill with 
cryptocurrency. 
cheese wheeling & dealing monks 
“daily flash...news, entertainment & everything in between"  
an ancient monastery of cheesemaking french monks left with nearly 3 tons of 



overstock because of covid-19 lockdowns cleared its cupboards with some 
modern help. 
sharon osbourne banks after show exit 
sharon osbourne got a payday of up to eight figures from cbs as she exited "the 
talk" amid allegations of racist behavior. 
 a source adds that sharon is walking away with a $5 to $10 million minimum 
payout and was able to spin that it was her decision [to leave the show. 
 
thursday 4/8: 
ny legalizes recreational marijuana 
new york's governor andrew cuomo signed a bill legalizing recreational 
marijuana in the state. 
the move comes after the state legislature green-lit the marijuana regulation 
and taxation act. 
pricey cup of coffee 
a colorado woman foolishly thought the obvious error of being overcharged 
for coffee would be easily fixed but she's still trying to clear it up. 
lisa agello says she grabbed a drink from starbucks with a friend and the next 
day she got a notice from her bank, saying she had insufficient funds. that's when 
angello discovered the erroneous charge. 
the $5-dollars and 70-cents was entered into the total amount twice, creating a 
bill of $5-thousand-705-dollars and 70-cents. 
guest interview 
we chat with drew sidora from the real housewives of atlanta. all 
things covered about the season and the drama as well as other projects she has 
coming up. 
smells like iller time 
it's been over a year since we've gathered in a crowded bar to watch our favorite 
sports team while enjoying an ice-cold beer, but miller lite has just the thing to 
transport you there in your head. 
the beer brand announced its limited-edition "bar smells" candle line. the 
collection features scents reminiscent of three distinct watering holes: the dive 
bar, the game day bar, and the beer garden. each candle costs $20 and all the 
proceeds go towards the u.s. bartenders' guild foundation which empowers 
“daily flash...news, entertainment & everything in between"  
bartenders to take charge of their careers through peer-to-peer learning, expert 
instruction, and service projects. 
prince harry lands two tech jobs 
prince harry has been secretly working his new silicon valley executive job for 
months -- and has already landed another new gig. 
just a day after the duke of sussex was named as the chief impact officer of 
online mental health coaching service betterup inc., he was confirmed as an 
expert investigating the "modern-day crisis" of online disinformation. 
ludacris soars to new heights 
known as the mastermind mechanic behind the exotic sports cars in the fast & 
furious series, ludacris is trading in his high-speed fleet of whips for a new mode 
of transportation. 
the atlanta native showed off a video of himself casually flying a plane. 
the rapper reportedly owns a hawker 700 plane, which is worth about $20 
million. 
 
friday 4/9: 
man rescued from swarm of bees 
a new mexico resident's trip to the grocery store turned into a nightmare when 
a swarm of 15-thousand bees took over the back seat of his car. luckily, an off duty firefighter who 
practices beekeeping came to the rescue. 



labrador retriever named top dog 
the american kennel club released their annual list of the most popular dog 
breeds. the labrador retriever took the top spot, marking the lovable canine's 
30th consecutive year ranking first on the list. 
below the lab in the number two spot is the french bulldog, who now ranks 
above the third-place german shepherd for the first time. the golden retriever 
and the bulldog round out the top 5, taking the fourth and fifth spots, 
respectively. 
elon musk gets new title 
tesla is now officially elon musk's kingdom. 
the electric-car maker told investors that its billionaire chief executive had 
changed his company title to "technoking of tesla." 
“daily flash...news, entertainment & everything in between"  
tesla disclosed the change in a filing with the securities and exchange 
commission without elaborating on why musk had taken on the regal 
designation. 
britney's dad wants her to pay legal bills 
britney spears' court battle with her dad is getting expensive -- and he wants her 
to foot the bill for it. 
jamie spears has filed legal papers seeking to have the "toxic" singer's estate pay 
more than $3 million in legal fees -- including nearly $2 million to his own 
lawyers, who are working to keep the 39-year-old's conservatorship in place. 
 
monday 4/12: 
vaccinate americans cleared to travel 
the cdc updated its guidance to say fully vaccinated people can 
travel within the u.s. without getting tested for the coronavirus or 
going into quarantine afterward. 
hawaii considers vaccine passport 
hawaiin officials are looking to develop a digital vaccine passport 
for travelers to and from the state in a bid to combat covid-19. 
the passport could be in the form of an app that would allow for 
passengers to present a qr code that would show that they're fully 
vaccinated. 
plane used for gender reveal crashes 
a gender reveal in mexico went tragically wrong when a plane 
streaming a sign about a baby girl plunged into the waters off 
cancun – killing two people on board. 
man ordered to remove chiefs mural 
a kansas man who turned his love for the kansas city chiefs into a 
giant mural on the side of his house said the city has ordered him to 
take it down. 
cause of tiger woods accident private 
the investigators tasked with finding the cause of the tiger woods 
crash have determined what happened -- but they're not releasing the 
results, citing privacy issues. 
cher roasted for george floyd tweet 
cher is doubling down on her claim that if she could only have been 
in minneapolis last may, she maybe could have helped george floyd -- 
after being roasted for saying so the first time. 
tuesday 4/13: 
mummies on the move 
ancient mummies of egypt's royal pharaohs emerged from their 
resting places and were paraded through the streets of cairo to a 
new home. 
angry octopus attacks man 



lance karlson was about to take a dip when he spotted what he 
thought was the tail of a stingray emerging from the water. 
upon walking closer with his two-year-old daughter, he discovered 
it was an octopus, and took a video, which shows the animal in  
shallow water take a sudden strike in karlson's direction with its 
tentacles. 
dog crashes owners jeep 
a jeep crashed into a building in wisconsin and the incident is being 
blamed on the inexperience of the vehicle's driver: a dog. 
guest interview 
addiction specialist patrick cronin joins the show to talk about the 
latest trending phrase used by demi lovato known as california 
sober. 
quavo & saweetie elevator fight 
saweetie says the elevator fight with ex-boyfriend quavo happened a 
year ago and she's since moved past it. 
breaking her silence on the shocking surveillance footage, the "my 
type" singer says they did reconcile, but there were simply too many 
other hurdles to overcome in their relationship and have both since 
moved on. 
putin named russia's sexiest man 
when asked who the most handsome man in their country was, 18% of 
russia's men and 17% of its women allegedly thought of their barebreasted, horseback-riding, 
scandal-immune leader, vladimir putin. 
the highly suspect and mildly terrifying poll surveyed 2-thousand 
russians and determined that the 68-year-old bachelor is the sexiest 
man in the country. 
wednesday 4/14: 
restaurant owner offers burglar a job 
after someone broke into an augusta, georgia, restaurant, the owner 
of the business responded in an unusual way: he offered the suspect 
a job. 
mark zuckerberg phone number leaked 
a massive trove of hacked data from more than 500 million facebook 
users was made easily accessible, including mark zuckerberg's 
cellphone number.. 
saddle up and read 
a self-described "black cowgirl" is combining her love of horses and 
books to inspire kids to read more. 
couple vandalize painting 
 south korean couple mistakenly tarnished a half-million dollar 
american artwork when they painted over it. 
the damaged 95-by-275-inch untitled piece was painted by paris-based 
artist jonone and is valued at a whopping $500-thousand. 
mariah carey belts vaccine highnote 
mariah carey documented the moment she received her first dose of 
the covid-19 vaccine with one of her iconic high-notes. 
the 52-year-old singer posted a 90-second video chronicling her 
vaccination experience, which including a shriek after a medical 
professional administered the shot. 
thursday 4/15: 
first windpipe transplant in the u.s. 
america's first trachea transplant has been performed on a 56-yearold woman from the bronx. the 
procedure may even be the first in the 
world. 
spousal hysterectomy permission 



iowa lawmakers are debating outlawing a mind-boggling policy at 
some hospitals and clinics in the state that requires women to get 
permission from their spouse before they can undergo a 
hysterectomy. 
super mario bros. game sells for thousands 
after being forgotten in a desk drawer for almost 35 years, a sealed 
copy of the nintendo video game super mario bros. sold at auction 
for a whopping $660-thousand. 
khloe kardashian unedited photo 
khloe kardashian freaked out as her viral unedited photo was posted 
by mistake and now feels "embarrassed." 
governor caitlyn jenner 
caitlyn jenner is reportedly eyeing a bid for governor of california. 
the former "keeping up with the kardashians" reality tv star and 
olympian is talking with political consultants as she actively 
explores a run in the golden state. 
friday 4/16: 
doormen fired fornot helping asian attack victim 
two new york doormen who closed the doors to their building's 
apartment lobby while a 65-year-old asian woman was punched and 
kicked outside have been fired. 
sobbing boy abandoned at border 
a frightened child alone in texas told a border patrol official that 
he'd been abandoned by a larger group and was without his parents. 
cutting world's longest fingernails 
the texan who had the world's longest nails grown by a woman can 
finally open a door without fear after cutting them. 
ayanna williams broke the record for the world's longest 
fingernails in 2017, when they measured nearly 19 feet long. 
chipotle bitcoin giveaway 
chipotle is jumping into the bitcoin craze. sort of. 
no, the chain isn't accepting the cryptocurrency as payment for its 
mexican dishes. 
instead, chipotle gave away $100-thousand worth of bitcoin to 
celebrate national burrito day. 
the contest marks the first time a u.s. restaurant chain has given 
away bitcoin. 
ariana grande joins the voice 
ariana grande is joining hit show "the voice," replacing nick jonas as 
a coach. 
the 27-year-old pop superstar will join the next season of the nbc 
show, season 21, alongside regular coaches blake shelton, john 
legend and kelly clarkson. 
monday 4/19: 
fake covid vaccination cards 
a black market in fake vaccination record cards is reaching epidemic 
proportions online. 
fraudsters have been hawking knock-offs of the three-by-four-inch 
cards on retail sites including ebay, etsy and shopify, as well as on 
the social media sites facebook and tiktok. 
european court backs mandatory child vax 
european countries can legally require childhood vaccinations. 
the decision covers preschool vaccinations for children, but it 
could also have an impact on the eu's battle to control the covid-19 
pandemic. 
compulsory vaccines can be seen as "necessary in a democratic 



society," the strasbourg-based court said in its ruling. 
faster than light travel 
according to one top scientist, spaceships that travel at warp speed 
are possible, 
physicist dr erik lentz outlined a way that a rocket could 
theoretically travel faster than light – or over 186-thousandmiles-per-second. 
so-called "warp drives" have been proposed before, but often rely 
on theoretical systems that break the laws of physics. 
shaq pays off man's ring debt 
just call him the big good samaritan now because shaq has paid off 
some young guy's engagement ring debt at a jewelry store in 
georgia. 
the big diesel said he was in a zales shopping for some earrings 
when he noticed a man was stressing over a bill. 
shaq says the guy was trying to figure out a way to set up a payment 
plan for a ring he was purchasing for his girlfriend ... when the nba 
legend felt like he just had to step in. 
governor caitlyn jenner 
caitlyn jenner is reportedly eyeing a bid for governor of california. 
the former "keeping up with the kardashians" reality tv star and 
olympian is talking with political consultants as she actively 
explores a run in the golden state. 
tuesday 4/20: 
bad toke of luck 
an american man who allegedly smoked or ingested pot in las vegas 
faces three years in prison in the united arab emirates after traces 
of marijuana were found days later in his urine. 
police use excessive force on army officer 
a us army officer is suing two virginia police officers after they 
pointed guns at him, pepper sprayed him and pushed him to the 
ground during a traffic stop. 
the lawsuit by 2nd lt. caron nazario, who is black and latino, is 
seeking $1 million in compensatory damages, claiming two windsor, 
virginia, police officers violated his rights guaranteed under the 
first and fourth amendments. 
but after he confirmed he was operating on a patient, the judge 
rescheduled the trial. 
univ. of kentucky accepts then rejects 
the university of kentucky mistakenly sent acceptance emails to 500- 
thousand high school seniors for a program that usually accepts 
about three dozen students a year. 
the school followed up with another email less than 24 hours later 
and apologized for its mistake, citing a technical issue. 
oh deer! 
a michigan sheriff's office shared video of the moment a car 
traveling on a rural road was jumped over -- and onto -- by deer in a 
sudden stampede. 
the dashboard camera footage shows the car traveling on a road 
through a wooded area when a large group of the deer suddenly 
start bounding across the road. 
twins conceived three weeks apart 
a british woman has delivered two babies at the same time -- who 
were conceived three weeks apart. 
39-year-old rebecca roberts said that she and her husband had 
gone to a fertility clinic to get a drug to help with ovulation. 
it wasn't until the 12-week scan for her first baby that she was 



expecting two children. 
jlo not wearing engagement ring 
jennifer lopez recently posted photos of herself, but her $1-point-8 
million diamond engagement ring from on-again fiancé alex 
rodriguez was noticeably missing. 
prince william named sexiest bald man 
the uk publication the sun published a story claiming that prince 
william is the "world's sexiest bald man." 
the survey results were determined by analyzing blogs, reports, 
and pages found in google searches with the word "sexy." 
wednesday 4/21: 
tesla's crash course 
multiple smashed cars were in the front of a house after the driver 
of a tesla careened into cars, several trees, and a house in miramar 
florida. 
home surveillance cameras captured the moment the tesla started 
on the destructive path. 
drive-thru knuckle sandwich 
a customer was allegedly attacked by an employee in the drive-thru 
line at a chicken express in dallas, texas. 
surveillance video shows the worker climbing through the takeout 
window and reaching into the vehicle. customer leskel nicholas' 
attorneys claim employee terry hall "refused to honor the 
discount" promised by the restaurant 10 days earlier, sparking the 
physical exchange. 
mma fighter loses finger during fight 
an mma fight stopped as fans were asked to look for the fighter's 
severed finger.  
 
mma fighter khetag pliev's finger was severed and it could not be 
found. 
pliev hadn't called for the fight to stop, but the referee noticed the 
missing finger and stopped the bout after the second round. 
officials searched the cage and finally put out a call on the publicaddress system for fans to be on 
the lookout. 
"the rock" for president 
according to a new poll, at least 46 percent of americans would 
support a presidential run from dwayne "the rock" johnson. 
thursday 4/22: 
google ad trading scheme 
google has been accused of running an insider trading scheme with 
its ad systems. 
the allegation is part of an antitrust lawsuit filed that was brought 
by texas prosecutors and joined by nine other states against the 
silicon valley giant. 
online publishers like media outlets use google technology to sell 
their ads. it gives google access to information on how much they 
charge for those ads, how often they are sold, to whom they are 
sold and, crucially, how much advertisers are willing to pay in 
auctions for a coveted ad spot.   
 
linkedin avoids employee burnout 
linkedin gave its employees worldwide a paid week off. 
the entire company received the time off as an opportunity to 
unplug, recharge and avoid burnout. 
since everyone was off at the same time, that means workers 



weren't inundated by emails, meeting notes and project requests, 
which normally pile up in their absence. 
guest interview 
comedian ed hill stps y for an interview about his latest project and 
talks about the dangers of asian american attacks. 
bachelor colton underwood comes out 
former "bachelor" colton underwood came out as gay to robin 
roberts in a "good morning america" interview. 
jlo & arod confirm split 
jennifer lopez and alex rodriguez have confirmed that their 
engagement is over and they are better as friends. 
one month after the news that the power couple had split -- 
although they subsequently claimed to be working on their 
relationship and were conveniently captured smooching by 
paparazzi -- the stars released a statement confirming the breakup 
yet again. 
friday4/23: 
body microchip senses covid 
pentagon scientists working inside a secretive unit set up at the 
height of the cold war have created a microchip to be inserted 
under the skin, which will detect covid-19 infection. 
denmark health official faints 
denmark's top health official suddenly fainted at a press 
conference announcing the country would be halting use of the 
astrazeneca vaccine. 
video of the briefing shows tanja erichsen, the head of denmark's 
medicines agency, standing in front of reporters and then 
collapsing without warning. 
paying with ushbucks 
you've heard of bitcoin, now get ready for ushbucks. 
r&b singer usher is getting flack for allegedly using fake money 
with his own name and face on it at a strip club. 
dubbed "ushbucks" by one wag on the social media site, the cash was 
previously seen on usher's official social media channels -- stuffed 
in a see-through suitcase. 
wil.i.am high-end tech face masks 
rapper will.i.am wants to make face masks a high-end, high-tech 
statement. 
the black eyed peas member announced he is launching a $299 mask 
with a ton of bells and whistles. 
monday 4/26: 
child dragged under treadmill 
federal regulators released a terrifying video of a kid being 
dragged under a peloton tread plus -- as it warned consumers 
with kids and pets to immediately stop using the exercise machine. 
the video showed a young boy playing near a peloton treadmill 
when the ball he's using gets trapped under the equipment and he 
gets pulled beneath. 
fyre festival attendees settlement 
a group of 277 attendees at the notorious fyre festival are to 
receive settlement payouts after the conclusion of a lawsuit 
against the organizers. 
the 2017 event drew global attention after the supposedly luxury 
music experience turned out to resemble a disaster relief camp 
with windswept tents and decidedly non-gourmet food. attendees 
had spent between one-thousand and 12-thousand on tickets to 



the festival, which was cancelled on its opening day. 
southwest to buy boeing 737's 
boeing has suffered a lack of buyers after the company was 
forced to ground their 737's, but now it looks like they may have a 
deal. 
southwest, which has never purchased any other plane has just 
confirmed a solid order of one-hundred 737 planes. 
jlo & arod confirm split 
jennifer lopez and alex rodriguez have confirmed that their 
engagement is over and they are better as friends. 
one month after the news that the power couple had split -- 
although they subsequently claimed to be working on their 
relationship and were conveniently captured smooching by 
paparazzi -- the stars released a statement confirming the breakup 
yet again. 
the other woman speaks 
now that the world knows that baseball man and jenny from the 
block have ended their very long engagement, the supposed other 
woman in this equation has spoken. 
madison lecroy, the southern charm woman who is at the center 
of the break-up, has weighed in. "i wish them the best," she told page 
six, which is precisely the kind of answer we'd expect from 
someone who probably doesn't want anything to do with this 
entire mess. 
tuesday 4/27: 
u.s. expands do not travel warning 
the state department said that it will expand its "do not travel" 
advisory to about 80 percent of countries worldwide amid a 
covid-19 spike. 
the state department had already listed 34 countries as level 4 do 
not travel, and now getting to 80 percent would add nearly 130 
countries. 
alaska offers tourists shot in the arm 
alaska is now planning to give tourism a shot in the arm. 
the state will make free covid vaccines available to visitors 
arriving at key airports starting on june 1st. it's part of the 
effort to boost the state's beleaguered tourism industry. 
guest interview 
comedian ed hill joins the chat and tells us about his stand-up 
special which turned out to be a sit down special. also focuses on 
the current state of asian attacks. 
jeffree star injured in car accident 
jeffree star is recovering in the hospital after a severe car 
accident. 
a member of star's team posted a photo of the 35-year-old youtube 
star and his friend daniel lucas holding hands in the hospital 
alongside the tweet, "a few hours ago jeffree and daniel were in a 
severe car accident and the car flipped 3 times after hitting black 
ice. thankful they are both alive." 
britney spears insists she's happy 
britney spears is doing her best to assure concerned fans that 
she's totally fine. 
the 39-year-old singer took to instagram to post a q&a session for 
fans, where she acknowledged that the most frequently asked 
question lately has been, "are you okay?" 
london's amazon salon 



the "amazon salon" is set to open up in spitalfields, london in the 
coming weeks, but will initially only be open to amazon employees. 
in about a month or so, they expect to be fully open to the public 
and will be offering new innovative technologies to help brighten 
the experience of their customers. 
swimsuit snowboarding 
nearly 700 people showed up for sochi's boogle woogle carnival 
where hundreds of skiers and snowboarders stripped down to 
their swimsuits to take a trip down the slopes, and for some, even 
into the icy waters that waited for them at the end. 
wednesday 4/28: 
forced water landing 
a world war 2-era plane was forced to land off the coast of 
cocoa beach, florida after it experienced engine failure. 
the only person on board the plane was the pilot. when he 
realized the plane was having engine problems, he initially tried to 
make it to the nearby space force base where the air show was 
being held. 
european soccer super league 
twelve of europe's top soccer clubs have announced plans to 
form a so-called european super league, in a move that looks set 
to rock the foundations of the sport's top competitions. 
netflix show sparks protets 
thousands of locals in the famed australian beach town of byron 
bay have signed a petition against a planned netflix "docu-soap" set 
in the area. 
the streaming company announced plans to film a series called 
"byron baes." 
netflix said that byron bay is the perfect setting for our next 
australian netflix original which will follow "hot instagrammers 
living their best lives." 
guest interview 
tiktok sensations nicky & pierre join us and explain how they got 
social media famous and how accepting people have been of their 
relationship. 
mark & donnie wahlberg mom dies 
he wahlbergs are mourning the loss of their beloved matriarch 
alma. she was 78. 
mark wahlberg shared a photo of his mother alma wahlberg. the 
49-year-old actor captioned it, "my angel. rest in peace." 
his brother, new kids on the block's donnie wahlberg previously 
shared that their mother, who was a beloved star of the family's 
a&e series wahlburgers, was suffering from dementia. 
thursday 4/29: 
end of castro era in cuba 
the castro era has come to an end in cuba. 
raúl castro, who has governed the island nation since his 
brother, fidel, fell ill in 2006, officially announced his retirement 
from his powerful position as head of the cuban communist party 
as it opened its 8th party congress in havana. 
man saves boy from train 
it could have been any parents worst nightmare. 
a child falls on a train track, and as a train thunders towards him, 
the boy's blind mother hollers for help fearing the worst... and 
then, in one fell swoop, a savior appears from nowhere and plucks 
the kid out of harm's way. 



baby born mid flight 
a woman gave birth on a plane with the help of a medical student 
who happened to be on board. 
27-year-old kultumah mohammed was on a flight from canada to 
cairo, egypt, when she realized her baby was on the way. the egypt 
air flight tried to make an emergency landing about 500 miles 
south of cairo, but the baby boy was born before the plane 
landed. 
kobe bryant and nike part ways 
the estate of los angeles lakers legend kobe bryant has declined 
to renew his endorsement deal with nike. 
animals shelter worker goes viral 
wichita falls animal services shared a photo of employee zackry 
majewski kneeling next to a husky named sky to raise awareness 
about the dog's adoption status. 
many facebook users noticed the shelter's photo but ended up 
being more interested in getting information about the attractive 
employee over the dog. 
kelly osbourne relapses 
kelly osbourne is sharing a recent struggle in her sobriety 
journey. the 36-year-old tv personality took to her instagram 
stories to let her followers know that she relapsed after nearly 
four years of being sober. 
friday4/30: 
johnson & johnson report profits 
j&j reported a first-quarter net income of $6-point-2 billion, which 
included $100 million from sales of th covid-19 vaccine. 
the new jersey-based company reported $22-point-32 billion in 
revenue, well above its projection. 
the use of j&j's one-shot jab against the coronavirus was halted 
amid concerns after six women developed blood clots. 
las vegas wants to ban grass 
las vegas is hoping to reduce the city's water consumption by 
banning ornamental grass that is not used either for the public to 
walk on or as part of housing developments and office parks. 
cat-fished by prince harry wannabe 
an indian lawyer was duped into believing that she was in a 
relationship with prince harry -- and then attempted to seek legal 
action against the red-headed royal for breaking a supposed 
promise to marry her. 
chrissy teigen back on twitter 
the queen of twitter is back on her throne. 
chrissy teigen has returned to twitter after announcing three 
weeks ago that she was done with the social media platform for 
good. 
"turns out it feels terrible to silence yourself and also no 
longer enjoy belly chuckles randomly throughout the day and 
also lose like 2000 friends at once lol," she tweeted. 
monday 5/3: 
johnsons & johnson vaccine pause lifted 
the fda and cdc said that vaccine providers should resume their 
use of the johnson and johnson jab -- after the advisory 
committee on immunization practices recommended it was safe to 
do so. 
vaccinated americans europe travel 
american tourists who are fully vaccinated will be allowed to 



visit europe this summer. 
nasa spacex crew-2 launches 
four astronauts blasted off to the international space station 
from cape canaveral, marking nasa's first-ever launch with a 
slightly used spacex rocket and capsule. 
petition to cancel colton underwood show 
harassment allegations against former "bachelor" star colton 
underwood have led to over 21-thousand people signing a petition 
for netflix to cancel an upcoming show about him. 
disney+ pulls armie hammer episode 
with rape allegations casting a dark shadow over armie hammer's 
faltering career, disney plus viewers have noticed that a show 
featuring the actor appears to have been yanked from the 
platform. 
prince releasing new music 
a paisley cloudburst of never-before-heard songs from late funk 
legend prince is on the way in the form of the forthcoming album, 
"welcome to america." 
tuesday 5/4: 
king of absentees 
a hospital employee in italy has been accused of skipping work for 
15 years despite receiving full pay. 
hawaiian tourists renting uhauls 
travel to hawaii has surged in recent weeks to the point where 
visitors have had to rent u-hauls because of a shortage of 
available car rentals. 
hello, my name is salmon 
some diners in taiwan were able to get some free sushi by 
officially changing their names, but the flood of rechristening 
requests has one local official begging people to stop. 
sushi chain akindo sushiro kicked off what local media later 
dubbed "salmon chaos" after offering free food to whole tables 
of customers named "salmon." diners with aquatic monikers could 
also get discounts of up to 50% off, too. 
google time lapse predicts climate change 
the google earth app is adding a new video feature that draws 
upon nearly four decades of satellite imagery to vividly 
illustrate how climate change has affected glaciers, beaches, 
forests and other places around the world. 
lizzo posts unedited nude pic 
the "juice" hitmaker stripped down on social media to make a 
powerful statement about natural beauty, posing completely nude 
without any filters or photo editing. 
morrissey slams the simpsons 
the simpsons has earned the wrath of morrissey after it parodied 
the former smiths frontman in an episode of the show. 
the singer was satirized during the episode where lisa simpson 
becomes obsessed with a fictional band called the snuffs and 
befriends its frontman.. 
wednesday 5/5: 
felony for unreturned vhs tape 
a woman who allegedly failed to return a rented vhs tape to her 
local video store back in 1999 is now facing felony charges 21 
years later. 
jailed mayor still governs behind bars 
georges tron, mayor of draveil, was jailed in february for the 



rape and sexual assault of a junior staffer. 
tron was sentenced to five years behind bars. he is appealing his 
case and has steadfastly refused to give up his job while serving 
time in the town, which is just south of paris. 
arrested for insulting malaysian queen 
fahmi reza, a graphic artist, was arrested in malaysia for insulting 
the queen by making a spotify playlist with songs containing the 
word "jealousy" next to a picture of the queen. 
con juan 
a japanese fraudster has been busted for allegedly scamming 
over 35 different women with whom he pretended he was in a 
serious relationship at the same time. 
the crown needs prince andrew actor 
producers of "the crown" are having a hard time finding someone 
to play prince andrew -- the scandal-scarred royal sidelined over 
his ties to dead pedophile jeffrey epstein. 
harry & meghan spotify deal backlash 
musicians across the pond are fuming over prince harry and 
meghan markle's megabucks $25 million deal to produce feel-good, 
woke podcasts for spotify. 
the kardashians won't campaign for caitlyn 
the kardashian/jenner clan will be supporting caitlyn jenner's 
gubernatorial run from afar, as political differences and jenner's 
messy divorce from ex-wife, kris jenner, still weigh on their minds. 
thursday 5/6: 
europe wants to ban facial recognition 
the european union privacy watchdog the european data 
protection supervisor said facial recognition should be banned in 
europe because of its deep and non-democratic intrusion into 
people's private lives. 
lawmaker says there are six sexes 
a harvard-educated lawmaker from texas faced pushback for 
declaring during a hearing that there are six sexes on a spectrum 
-- not two. 
elon musk $00m carbon removal contest 
there's a total of $100 million up for grabs from tesla ceo elon 
musk for anyone who can combat global warming. 
musk and his xprize carbon removal contest are looking for 
workable solutions for reducing the planet's co2 emissions at 
scale in a durable and sustainable way. the contest started on 
earth day and will last four years, ending on earth day 2025. 
everyone is welcome to apply. 
the $100 million will be distributed among several contestants. 
estate wedding without permission 
a florida couple attempted to hold wedding at mansion they did 
not own. 
rolling stones' ronnie wood cancer battle 
rolling stones rocker ronnie wood has revealed that he secretly 
fought a second battle with cancer during coronavirus 
lockdown. 
kim k slammed for using van jones 
kim kardashian is coming under fire for using cnn reporter van 
jones to further her law career, as it's been rumored she is 
dating him after her divorce from husband kanye west. 
friday5/7: 
mars helicopter landing 



history was made yet again on mars after nasa's jet propulsion 
laboratory successfully flew a helicopter on another planet. 
pizza shop helps formerly incarcerated 
two friends from philadelphia are running a pizza hiring 
exclusively formerly incarcerated men and women. 
yeezy's sell for $1.8 million 
kanye west's nike air yeezy samples have sold for a staggering 1- 
point-8 million in a private sale, making them the most expensive 
sneakers in the world. 
monday 5/10: 
coronavirus deaths down in u.s 
covid-19 deaths are declining in the united states -- and some health 
experts credit this drop in death to the rollout of covid-19 vaccines. 
the united states has reached the lowest seven-day average of new deaths 
reported since last july, that's an 80% drop since january. 
nyc to fully reopen on july 1st 
independence day comes early! new york city will fully reopen on july 1st. 
according to mayor bill de blasio, the july 1st goal was made possible 
because new yorkers have been vaccinated at high rates.   
 
more than 6-point-3 million vaccinations have been administered in new 
york city to date and roughly 36% of the city's adult population is fully 
vaccinated.   
 
conor mcgregor lookalike jailed 
a conor mcgregor lookalike was sentenced to nearly three years behind 
bars after impersonating the mma fighter while dealing drugs in england. 
34-year-old mark nye was pulled over by officers who spotted him trying 
to dump a package of illegal narcotics and two cellphones. 
  
 
rob gronkowski world record cartch 
rob gronkowski can add a guinness world record to his ever-expanding 
résumé. 
the tampa bay buccaneer caught an american football dropped from a 
helicopter hovering 600 feet in the air, breaking the record for the 
highest altitude catch. 
lady gaga dognappers arrested 
cops cracked the lady gaga dognapping case, busting five people for the 
robbery that left her dogwalker shot in the chest, and in a hollywood 
twist, none of the suspects even knew the french bulldogs belonged to 
the superstar. 
police believe the suspected dognappers got spooked by all the publicity 
surrounding gaga's lost pooches. 
carrie ann inaba leaves 'the talk' 
"the talk" cohost carrie ann inaba said she was taking a break from the 
cbs talk show. 
in a series of videos posted on twitter, inaba said she needed to leave the 
show to focus on her well-being. 
tuesday 5/11: 
man throws good luck coins in plane engine 
china's gulf airlines canceled a flight after a male passenger threw a 
handful of coins into the engine of a plane for good luck. 
the airline said that airport staffers noticed coins on the floor under the 
engine in an inspection before takeoff. 
swiss offer homeless one-way tix to leave 



the city of basel in switzerland is reportedly attempting to lower the 
population of those experiencing homelessness by offering one-way 
tickets to anywhere else in europe. 
the city's immigration service appears to be unimpressed with those 
residing in the city without a permanent home, so they are offering the 
one-way train tickets in an attempt to usher them out. 
costco bringing back food samples 
costco has announced that over the summer, when local regulations 
allow, they will slowly start resuming in-store samples and seating in 
their food court area. 
similar to restaurants, they will install plexi-glass barriers at sample 
station and regulate seating by social distancing the tables at their food 
courts. 
michael lohan addict cash scheme 
lindsay lohan's dad was busted for allegedly pocketing at least $25- 
thousand in illegal kickbacks in return for steering addicts into a florida 
drug treatment center. 
the 60-year-old lohan collected bounties on addicts he referred to the 
pride recovery center in delray beach, florida in 2017 and 2018. 
matthew mcconaughey political advice 
george w. bush has some advice for movie star matthew mcconaughey. 
"i tell you this, it's a tough business," the former president said when on 
the today show was asked about the possibility that the 51-year-old actor 
would run for texas governor. 
wednesday 5/12: 
restaurant deck collapse 
eleven people were taken to the hospital after a restaurant deck 
collapsed. 
authorities responded to a 911 call reporting that more than 40 people 
had fallen from a collapsed deck at a restaurant in soddy-daisy in 
tennessee. 
authorities said a birthday party was taking place at the time of the 
collapse. 
influencer slammed for mask painting 
two youtubers are facing deportation from bali after they made a prank 
video that depicted one of them breaking local mask laws. 
josh paler lin and leia se have reportedly had their passports seized by 
local government and risk being forced to leave indonesia as a result of 
the video. 
what the cluck!? 
america's biggest fast-food companies reported earnings, and executives 
from kfc to wingstop stressed a dire situation -- there's simply not 
enough chicken to go around. 
dog only responds to spanish 
a proud dog owner, who calls himself girth brooks1994, explained he was 
given the dog for free. 
but it seems it took him a while to figure out why his new pet didn't obey 
any commands. 
brooks captured the moment the penny dropped after learning a few 
spanish words to test out, which led to the english bulldog finally 
responding to his new owner.  
 
'bennifer' resurrected? 
recently single jennifer lopez and ben affleck spark 'bennifer' reunion 
rumours. 
the pair drew attention as they were pictured together following jlo's 



recent split from fiancé alex rodriguez. jen and ben famously dated 
between 2002 and 2004. 
'bennifer' has been getting batted around the internet following the 
revelation that 51-year-old jennifer and 48-year-old ben have been hanging 
out. 
the queen honors sex-toy company 
queen elizabeth bestowed the uk's biggest sex toy company with one of 
the nation's top honors. 
sexcessory purveyor lovehoney received the queen's award for 
enterprise for continuous outstanding growth after their overseas 
sales skyrocketed from over $16 million to nearly $80 million since 2015. 
torched earth beer 
in an effort to raise awareness regarding climate change, fat tire brewery 
decided to develop a beer that purposely tastes bad. 
the bad tasting beer is meant to taste as if the agricultural conditions 
continued to get worse, causing the quality of ingredients to suffer.  
 
thursday 5/13: 
couple arrested for trading babies 
two people have been arrested in germany on suspicion of trading 
newborn babies. 
the case originated in bulgaria, where authorities had issued a european 
arrest warrant for the couple. 
the 58 year-old-man and his 51-year-old wife are thought to have brought 
at least eight heavily pregnant women from bulgaria to neighboring 
greece. 
gender reveal explosion 
a gender reveal party in new hampshire managed to shake the town and 
the shake was even captured on one family's home security camera. the 
blast from the gender reveal also caused pictures to fall off the walls, 
leading some members of the town to assume an accident had caused the 
explosion. 
cutting world's longest fingernails 
the texan who had the world's longest nails grown by a woman can 
finally open a door without fear after cutting them. 
ayanna williams broke the record for the world's longest fingernails in 
2017, when they measured nearly 19 feet long. it took her more than two 
bottles of nail polish and 20 hours to do her manicure then. 
ufc fighter horrific leg injury 
a ufc fighter suffered a horrific leg injury just seconds into his fight. we 
must warn you, the video is disturbing. 
chris weidman swiftly kicked opponent uriah hall right below his knee in 
the opening seconds of their middleweight bout and immediately fell to 
the mat in agony after it appeared the lower portion of his right leg 
snapped.  
 
khloe kardashian cheated on...again 
khloe kardashian's boyfriend, tristan thompson, has allegedly been 
caught in a new web of cheating scandals. 
model sydney chase appeared on the "no jumper" podcast with the 
blackout girls, where she claimed to have been hooking up with tristan 
months after he rekindled things with khloe kardashian. 
dax shepard keeps drug tests at home 
dax shepard keeps drug tests at home so kristen bell can test him 
whenever she sees fit. 
following his recent relapse after 16 years of sobriety, the "good place" 



actress said her husband immediately admitted he needed help. 
bell -- who wed shepard in 2013 -- added, that she has yet to ask him to take 
an impromptu test. 
friday 5/14: 
florida big tech censorship bill 
a bill aimed at punishing social media platforms for censoring state 
lawmakers and candidates for office is making its way through the house 
of representatives. 
florida's governor ron desantis says the bill looks to take action against 
"social media platforms for unlawful practices related to censoring 
statewide candidates, specifically impacting big tech companies like 
google, facebook, twitter, apple and amazon from removing candidates 
from their platforms.   
 
airline offers chernobyl tours 
ukrainian international airlines announced it is teaming with chernobyl 
tour, a company specializing in exclusion zone tourism, to offer an aerial 
tour of the nuclear power plant site and the abandoned city of pripyat. 
the airline said the plane will pass over the city at an altitude of 2- 
thousand-950-feet, the minimum allowed, and in-flight information will be 
provided by guides from chernobyl tour. 
las vegas wants to ban grass 
las vegas is hoping to reduce the city's water consumption by banning 
ornamental grass that is not used either for the public to walk on or as 
part of housing developments and office parks. 
officials estimate that this 'nonfunctional turf' in the desert city 
requires four times as much water as drought-tolerant landscaping like 
cactus and other succulents. 
janet jackson super bowl incident doc 
janet jackson is getting the britney spears treatment. 
the production company behind the blockbuster "framing britney spears" 
documentary, is working on a documentary about jackson's infamous 2004 
super bowl halftime show. 
justin timberlake may well find himself playing defense once more with 
the release of the jackson doc, as the fallout from her nfl wardrobe 
malfunction is widely believed to have boosted his career while stunting 
hers. 
justin bieber sings 'lonely' to prisoners 
justin bieber chose the ultimate pick-me-up tune to perform for a group 
of inmates. 
the out-of-touch pop star visited california state prison in l.a. county and 
performed his depressing track "lonely" for a small group of prisoners, 
who definitely had no problem relating to a song about the struggles of 
fame and most certainly wanted to be reminded of their loneliness behind 
bars. 
monday 5/17: 
pipeline cyberattack fuel shortage 
with a critical u.s. pipeline struggling to resume operations after a 
cyber-extortion attempt, there are fears of a gasoline shortage and 
spikes in prices. 
china rocket debris lands in indian ocean 
nasa has lambasted china for its failure to meet responsible 
standards after debris from its out-of-control rocket likely 
plunged into the indian ocean. 
according to nasa, china is failing to meet responsible standards 
regarding their space debris after most of china's rocket burned 



up upon reentry.  
 
chance meeting leads to orphan past 
a pair of students at a virginia university discovered they lived at 
the same orphanage in china 15 years earlier. 
ally cole, a sophomore at liberty university in lynchburg, sat down 
next to freshman ruby wierzbicki on a bus crossing the school's 
campus and the two students struck up a conversation. 
the women discovered they had both been adopted from china, and 
got out their phones to compare pictures when they discovered 
they were from the same city. 
  
 
nbc cancels the golden globes 
nbc network is the latest media giant to boycott the hollywood 
foreign press association over a lack of diversity. 
nbc, which has aired the golden globes awards ceremony since 1996, 
said it would not broadcast the show in 2022 and wants to see 
meaningful reform" 
the weeknd calls the grammys corrupt 
the weeknd said "the dawn is coming" with his forthcoming album. 
but when it comes to the starboy's somber feelings about the 
grammys -- it's still dusk. 
doubling down on his deep-rooted disdain for the recording 
academy, the three-time grammy award winner again deemed the 
institution "corrupt," despite its recent vow to no longer choose 
nominations via small committees of anonymous members.  
 
beavers chew through internet cables 
residents in tumbler ridge, british columbia found themselves 
without internet and upon investigation, the internet provider 
found that it was an interesting gang of culprits 
responsible...beavers. 
tuesday 5/18: 
facebook upholds trump ban 
a decision has been made about facebook's ban of former president 
trump, but the issue far from resolved. 
the facebook oversight board upheld the social media company's 
suspension of former president trump, four months after his 
comments about the january 6 riot at the u.s. capitol were 
considered incendiary. 
huge payout for no pizza invite 
a car dealer receptionist has won a $28-thousand payout after 
bosses excluded her from monthly pizza friday events. 
malgorzata lewicka was victimized by bosses who did not include 
her in the informal lunches for other staff. 
at the hearing, it was said that once a month, managers would go 
round taking orders from staff for a takeaway meal such as pizza 
or fish and chips. 
but miss lewicka was left out of the event, known at the dealership 
as pizza friday. 
man buys drug raid cats 
six thai cats rescued after a drug bust were purchased at auction 
by a feline fanatic. 
the cats, a bengal and five scottish folds, were purchased by nutch 
parsnip, who runs a popular cat-related facebook page 



prasopin's 3 million facebook followers helped her raise over $3- 
thousand-dollars needed for the winning bid. 
tim tebow nfl comeback 
the jacksonville jaguars are planning to sign tim tebow, the former 
professional football and baseball player. 
the deal would reunite the former florida gators quarterback with 
coach urban meyer, who coached tebow to a pair of national 
championships while both were in gainesville. 
dan levy slams fan's claim dad died 
dan levy is not here for fake news – especially regarding the 
wellbeing of his father. 
"eugene levy was such a gift," an alleged fan of "schitt's creek" 
wrote in a now deleted tweet. "it's so sad to watch knowing he is no 
longer here." 
the younger levy was quick to shut them down, tweeting, "news to 
me." 
thankfully, it seems the gaffe was just a misunderstanding and the 
fan wrote an apology.  
 
visit george clooney in italy 
the a-list actor joined the team at omaze, a charitable giving-meetsfundraising website, to offer up 
a vacation unlike any other. 
according to the website, the journey will include a meal made of 
all their favorite local foods, as well as a cheers to life and the 
chance to snap a photo to remember it all by. it importantly added, 
before you ask--no this isn't a prank. flights and hotel included. 
wednesday 5/19: 
amazon drivers reckless driving 
amazon drivers are instructed to drive recklessly to meet delivery 
quotas. 
drivers say they are being ordered by their bosses to turn off a 
driver safety system app so that they can speed through their 
delivery routes in order to hit amazon's delivery targets. 
elon musk $100m carbon removal contest 
there's a total of $100 million up for grabs from tesla ceo elon 
musk for anyone who can combat global warming. 
musk and his xprize carbon removal contest are looking for 
workable solutions for reducing the planet's co2 emissions at 
scale in a durable and sustainable way. the contest started on 
earth day and will last four years, ending on earth day 2025. 
everyone is welcome to apply. 
the $100 million will be distributed among several contestants. 
chance to shoot bison 
people are vying for one of a dozen spots to help thin a herd of 
bison at grand canyon national park. 
the rare opportunity for skilled shooters to kill bison at the 
grand canyon's north rim where officials say they've been 
trampling on archaeological and other resources, and spoiling the 
water. 
the opportunity drew over 45-thousand applicants. 
dog beer taster 
busch is sniffing around for a new "chief tasting officer" and it 
wants your very good boy to apply. 
the beer brand is expanding its "dog brew," a canine-friendly, 
alcohol-free bone broth it launched last year. according to 
anheuser-busch, the brew sold out within 24 hours. 



the role comes with a $20-thousand-dollar paycheck, which is a lot 
in dog dollars. 
giuliana rancic leaves e! 
giuliana rancic is departing e's red carpet coverage after 20 years 
at the network. 
the "live from the red carpet" staple announced that she's 
"thrilled" to start a new adventure developing stories with e's 
parent company, nbcuniversal. 
laverne cox replaces giuliana rancic 
well that was a quick turnaround because e! is rolling out the red 
carpet for laverne cox. 
the network announced that it was pulling in the 48-year-old cox as 
the host of its flagship red carpet show, "live from e!," replacing 
giuliana rancic. 
thursday 5/20: 
driver leps over drawbridge 
in a scene caught by multiple traffic cameras, a driver smashed 
through the traffic arms of a florida drawbridge, then made the 
dangerous leap as the bridge opened. 
the vehicle was briefly airborne on daytona beach's main street 
bridge, which crosses the halifax river. 
tiger on the run in houston 
houston authorities have captured a man who allegedly evaded 
police while housing a bengal tiger in his yard. 
"the whereabouts of the tiger are not yet known," houston police 
tweeted. 
26-year-old victor hugo cuevas was out on bond for a murder 
charge when neighbors spotted the big cat.  
 
ellen ending talk show 
ellen degeneres is ending her talk show after 19 seasons, more than 
3-thousand episodes and a flurry of toxic workplace allegations. 
the beloved-turned-beleaguered talk show host is calling it quits 
amid the claims of unkind behavior and bullying, as well as reports 
of a significant dip in sponsors and ratings. 
seth rogan done with james franco 
seth rogen says he has no current plans to work with his former 
collaborator james franco, in the wake of sexual misconduct 
allegations.  
 
friday 5/21: 
kidnapped woman rescued 
a gas station clerk came to the rescue of a kidnapped woman in 
florida when she escaped from the trunk of a car while in the 
parking lot. 
the victim was bound and thrown into the trunk by 32-year-old cody 
jackson after he attacked her with a piece of wood. 
jackson restrained the woman with extension cords before 
stopping at a citgo station 75 miles north of the abduction.  
 
woman pleads guilty to bank robbery 
an alabama woman who stole money from a bank to pay for plastic 
surgery, pleaded guilty to robbery and will serve 15 years in prison. 
iconic facce entered her plea to two counts of robbery. 
facce admitted to robbing a gulfport bank in march 2019. she gave a 
teller a handwritten note that read, "you have 1 minute to give me 



the money do not be wrong of you will die." 
the bank's surveillance system captured the robbery. no weapon 
was seen or shown. 
guest interview 
dr. ian from 'the doctors' joins us to promote his latest book. 
billie eilish says abuse is everywhere 
billie eilish has revealed that she was taken advantage of when she 
was younger -- while insisting that abuse of minors is everywhere. 
the 19-year-old pop star told british vogue magazine that her new 
single, "your power," is an open letter to people who take 
advantage. 
but eilish refused to elaborate or identify her own abuser, and 
instead begged fans to not try to figure out who i'm talking about in 
the song. 
the singer said children get manipulated because they feel like 
they're so mature and know everything. 
magic mike divorce money 
exes channing tatum and jenna dewan are still at odds over their 
finances. 
dewan has asked for the court to intervene by requesting a trial in 
her divorce case from tatum. the former couple finalized their 
divorce in 2019, but still have some issues to settle – specifically the 
money made by tatum's magic mike franchise. 
monday 5/24: 
car fire from hand sanitizer & smoking 
a maryland driver inadvertently set a car on fire after using hand 
sanitizer while smoking a cigarette. 
the unidentified driver was able to escape and suffered only minor 
burns, but the sedan was a total loss. the shocking incident 
happened in the parking lot of a shopping center. 
reporter busts dognapper on tv 
juliana mazza of whdh-tv was reporting the story of a stolen 13- 
month-old pointer named titus -- a crime caught on surveillance 
cameras in a cambridge parking lot. suddenly, mazza saw titus 
walking with a man and motioned to her cameraman to start 
recording. the man seemed befuddled after mazza started 
questioning him. she called 911 and he was arrested. 
cat-astrophe averted 
a bengal tiger that has been missing for over a week in houston, has 
been found safe. 
the 9-month old, 175-pound beast, named "india," was wearing a 
turquoise, bejeweled collar and being bottle fed in a video posted by 
the houston police. 
man paints street blue to save people money 
an irritated detroit pizzeria owner took things into his own hands 
when his customers were repeatedly getting ticketed in a confusing 
handicap zone. what did he do, you ask? got a bucket of blue paint 
and marked the street himself. 
seth rogan is done with james franco 
seth rogen says he has no current plans to work with his former 
collaborator james franco, in the wake of sexual misconduct 
allegations. 
ariana grande is married 
ariana grande is a married woman. 
according to tmz, the wedding went down at her home in montecito, 
california. there were less than 20 guests, including family members 



from both sides and the whole thing was very intimate and filled 
with a lot of love. 
tuesday 5/25: 
school bus hijacking 
a rifle-toting u.s. army trainee hijacked a busload of children in 
south carolina before letting the kids off, abandoning the vehicle 
and surrendering. 
23-year-old trainee jovan collazo left from fort jackson left the 
base with a rifle -- later found to be without ammunition -- and tried 
flagging motorists before spotting a school bus stop. 
cop busted for meth lab 
a garden state cop was busted for running a meth lab out of his 
house. 
50 year-old christopher walls, a longtime member of the long branch 
police department, was arrested after his coworkers were called to 
his house because of a domestic disturbance. 
someone in the house tipped off cops to the cop's walter white-like 
activity and found the ingredients and equipment for making meth in 
the basement and a shed. 
farmer makes france smaller 
a belgian farmer made france smaller by accident when he moved a 
rock. 
it wasn't an ordinary rock. that's what the farmer learned after he 
moved the sizable stone that constantly disrupted his tractor's path. 
but, it turned out the rock was actually a marker that served as a 
divider for france and belgium. 
moving the stone marker 7-point-5 feet reportedly made france 
smaller and belgium larger. the shifted border was first noticed by a 
local who explored the boundary earlier this year. 
bidding wr for wayne gretzky 
with nhl coverage coming to espn and turner sports, there is a 
bidding war taking place for legendary star wayne gretzky. 
the 60-year-old gretzky is the most dominant player in the history of 
hockey. 
both espn and turner sports expressed major interest in gretzky. 
espn was reportedly willing to go up to $2 million a year for gretzky. 
but apparently, that's not enough. 
conor mcgregor highest paid athlete 
conor mcgregor has been named as the highest-paid athlete in 2021. 
forbes reported that in the last 12 months, mcgregor has made $180 
million total, which makes him the highest-paid athlete in the world. 
mcgregor made $150 million when he sold proper number twelve to 
proximo spirits. in addition to that $150 million, mcgregor also made 
$22 million for his rematch against dustin poirier at ufc 257 earlier 
this year, a fight that he lost by knockout. the remaining $8 million 
that mcgregor made came from a combination of his endorsements. 
kim kow-dashian 
there's one very famous cow roaming the fields in india, named after 
kim kardashian and rescued by peta. 
the animal rights org said it rescued the "drop-dead gorgeous" 
momma cow and named it after kim, "to thank the mother of four for 
showing compassion to moms of all species by promoting a dairy-free 
diet to her more than 200 million followers." 
kim's been pretty vocal lately about going on a mostly plant-based 
diet. 
wednesday 5/26: 



mlb knockout 
a nice afternoon of baseball took a wild turn at a padres-rockies 
game in denver when an enraged san diego fan approached a man 
wearing colorado colors and jacked the division rivalry up to 11. 
the padres fan punched the rockies fan square in the face, apparently 
knocking him out on impact. he crumpled to the ground immediately 
after being struck. 
no pride for nypd 
the nypd slammed nyc pride organizers for their "hurtful" decision to 
ban cops from marching or participating in the celebration, calling 
the move "disappointing." 
coordinators of the world's largest gay pride celebration 
announced that corrections and law enforcement exhibitors will not 
be able to participate for at least the next five years in order to 
create safer spaces for marginalized groups. 
guest interview 
tw-time latin grammy winner tony succar joins the show to chat 
about his latest documentary and also making music. 
down syndrome golfing pro 
golfing is breaking boundaries wth the first collegiate athlete with 
down syndrome to compete for a national title 
22-year-old amy bockerstette was also the first student-athlete with 
down syndrome to receive an athletic scholarship. 
tank hearing loss 
tank revealed that he's losing his hearing. {stop} 
taking to his instagram account, the r&b singer revealed he is going 
completely deaf in one ear and losing hearing in the other. 
phylicia rashad returns to howrd 
when phylicia rashad takes the reins of howard university's college 
of fine arts, she won't just be the dean on paper. 
the tv, stage and film icon will be present on campus and intends to 
focus on re-establishing the fine arts school as a premier program in 
the country. 
thursday 5/27: 
glass bridge cracks 
hair-raising photos show a tourist left dangling from a glass bridge 
in china -- after it was shattered by gale-force winds. 
the man remained stranded on the more than 300-foot-tall span on 
piyan mountain in the northeastern city of longjing. 
winds approaching 100-miles-per-hour broke the bridge apart, sending 
large sections of its glass deck plummeting. 
arson suspected in l.a. brushfire 
los angeles authorities believe an arsonist is behind a massive 
brushfire that torched over 750 acres since it flared up last week. 
the suspect, a man who was spotted by police helicopters setting 
fires in the area of pacific palisades, may be hiding out in caves. 
russia shooting movie in space 
russia has picked four people to serve as nonprofessional crew 
members and actors in what is planned to be the first movie filmed in 
outer space. 
some of them are scheduled to take off for the international space 
station on october 5. the space station, as you'll remember, orbits 
earth at an altitude of around 220 miles. 
chrissy teigen cyberbully backlash 
chrissy teigen's cravings kitchen line of cookware has been dumped 
from retail giant macy's website after she admitted she bullied 



courtney stodden when she was just a teen. 
the 35-year-old teigen has come under fire over the past several days 
after tweets in which she told a then 16-year-old stodden, now 26, to 
take their own life, resurfaced. 
ricky schroder mask mandate rant 
actor ricky schroder harassed a costco employee who refused to let 
him in the store without a mask. 
the 51-year-old former "silver spoons" star launched into an antimask tirade outside a costco in 
california, where a supervisor told 
him the store's mask policy remained unchanged despite new federal 
guidance for fully vaccinated americans. 
friday 5/28: 
black student forced to cut hair during game 
a black high school student in north carolina was forced to cut her 
hair during a softball game after umpires said beads in her braids 
violated rules set by the national federation of state high school 
associations. 
rather than leave the game, nicole pyles decided to let teammates cut 
her hair. a video of someone asking the crowd if anyone had scissors 
was widely shared on social media. 
bridge inspector fire for unnoticed crack 
the arkansas department of transportation employee who was 
responsible for inspecting a key bridge over the mississippi has been 
fired after authorities determined the person failed to notice 
damage to the structure two years ago. 
recycled barbie 
good news for 90's kids who have laundry baskets filled with barbies 
in their parents' basements: mattel wants to recycle your old toys. 
the 76-year-old toy company is launching a pilot program called 
"mattel playback" that is designed to recover and reuse materials in 
old toys for future mattel products. 
childish gambino copyright lawsuit 
a rapper named kidd wes is suing childish gambino for millions over 
the 2018 hit "this is america." but wes says it's not about the money. 
wes claims in court documents that he created a tune called "made in 
america" in 2016, and that gambino then infringed on his copyright 
with the similar "this is america." 
john mulaney splits from wife 
comedian john mulaney and his artist wife of six years, anna marie 
tendler, are divorcing following his stay in rehab. 
mulaney, who checked himself into rehab for 60 days late last year 
after struggling with alcohol and drug abuse, asked for a divorce 
from tendler three months ago. 
monday 5/31: 
italy cable car accident 
a cable snapped when a group was riding in a cable car from the 
lido di stresa piazza on lake maggiore to the nearby mottarone 
mountain in the piedmont region. 
the car was completing its 20-minute voyage, some 45-hundred feet 
above sea level at the top of the mountain, when the cable broke 
984 feet from the top of the mountain. the car then crashed into a 
wooded area with no direct road access. 
marathon runners die from extreme weather 
twenty-one people running a mountain ultra-marathon have died in 
northwestern china after hail, freezing rain and gale-force winds 
hit the high-altitude race. 



after an all-night rescue operation in freezing temperatures 
involving more than 700 personnel, rescuers were able to confirm 
that 151 people were safe, out of a total of 172 participants. 
airlines may soon weigh passengers 
airlines could soon require plus-sized passengers to step on the 
scale -- or provide their weight -- before boarding the plane. 
this would help ensure aircrafts, especially the small ones, don't 
exceed their allowable weight limit. 
puerto rico investigates jake paul 
puerto rico is acting fast to protect its turtles from jake paul 
and friends. 
the 24-year-old youtube star and boxer published to instagram a 
since-deleted video riding in one of two motorized vehicles 
rolling along a sandy beach, and he identified the location as 
puerto rico. 
the video caught the attention of puerto rican officials and could 
be a problem given the time of year: it's turtle-nesting season. 
kevin spacey sex assault suit dropped 
a civil lawsuit against kevin spacey is set to be dismissed because 
the anonymous accuser has refused to reveal his identity. 
a u.s. district judge ruled that the accuser, known in court 
documents as "c.d.," must publicly identify himself. 
tuesday 6/1: 
police seek hit-and-run driver 
police are searching for a hit-and-run driver after horrifying 
video shows the moment a motorcyclist and rider smashed into a 
car with so much force that someone's shoe was sent flying into a 
nearby parking lot. 
bullet train driver takes bathroom break 
a japanese transit driver redefined "quick relief" after leaving his 
cockpit to use the bathroom while his packed bullet train 
rocketed along at 90 miles-per-hour. 
young man cave 
a spanish teen dug his own young man cave to blow off steam 
after getting into a fight with his parents. 
20-year-old andres canto started digging the underground 
retreat six years ago with a pickax. 
long-lost van gogh found 
the art collector and luminary who founded the new york 
academy of art with andy warhol in 1979 says he's rediscovered a 
long-lost vincent van gogh masterpiece at an obscure country 
auction. 
timeless cave lockdown 
a research expedition is under way which will see a small group of 
volunteers spend six weeks underground with no way of telling 
the time to study the impact on humans. 
mariska hargitay praises 11-year-old 
"law & order svu" star mariska hargitay praised the 11-year-old 
florida girl who used a tip from the show to help catch her 
would-be kidnapper. 
marilyn monroe statue outrage 
marilyn monroe's legendary rump is getting a bum rap. 
with her bodacious bottom perched 26 feet over palms springs, a 
supersized statue of the late screen goddess -- posed with her 
skirt up -- has sparked a booty backlash in california. 
and the fact that kids are going to be getting a load of monroe's 



panties is the top concern. 
wednesday 6/2: 
man has wrong leg amputated 
a hospital in austria has admitted that an elderly man had the 
wrong leg amputated during surgery. 
butt injection shown on court zoom 
a florida nurse inadvertently broadcasted herself giving a 
patient a butt injection while waiting for her virtual court 
hearing to begin. 
high school porn 101 
parents at the posh columbia grammar and preparatory school 
are outraged they were never told of a raunchy course being 
added to the curriculum. 
the school launched lessons on porn -- without informing families 
or allowing them to opt out. 
busch finds its very good boy 
after several weeks of searching, busch has found the goodest 
boy to be its official dog brew chief tasting officer. 
russell simmons sues ex kimora lee 
russell simmons and kimora lee's divorce was finalized more than a 
decade ago, but they may have to face each other in court once 
again. 
the 63-year-old music executive sued the 46-year-old model and her 
husband tim leisnner for allegedly attempting to fraudulently 
transfer simmons' nearly four million celsius shares to their 
accounts to help pay for leissner's legal and bail fees stemming 
from a 2018 money laundering case. 
kevin spacey cast in movie 
kevin spacey is set to make his return to acting after being cast in 
the upcoming italian film "the man who drew god." 
the film will be spacey's first major role since he was rewritten 
out of the final season of the netflix series "house of cards" and 
was replaced by christopher plummer in "all the money in the 
world" after the allegations against him first surfaced. 
thursday 6/3: 
passenger forces flight to divert 
an airline passenger is reportedly facing serious charges after 
he was spotted snorting a white substance on a flight. 
the steaks are high! 
about two-thirds of u.s. shoppers say the prices of red meat and 
chicken have soared since the start of the year. 
meat lovers have been hit hardest by rising food costs out of the 
2-thousand grocery shoppers surveyed. 
the poll found that around 65 percent said that red meat is more 
expensive now, while about 59 percent said that chicken has 
become pricier. 
ny schools return to in-person classes 
new york city schools will fully return to in-person learning in 
september with no remote option. 
bryshere gray guilty of domestic violence 
bryshere gray -- known for his role as hakeem lyon on "empire" -- 
has entered a guilty plea in his domestic violence case ... and he'll 
have to spend some time behind bars. 
bam margera betrayed by jackass fam 
bam margera says his "jackass" family betrayed, abandoned and 
rejected him ... so now he's on his own in florida, where he says 



he's getting the help he needs. 
demi lovato comes out as non-binary 
demi lovato has come out as non-binary and announced they're 
changing their pronouns to they/them. 
friday 6/4: 
texas will not require gun license 
texas is poised to remove one of its last major gun restrictions 
after lawmakers approved a bill that would allow people to carry 
handguns without a license, and the background check and 
training that go with it. 
woman climbs into zoo's monkey exhibit 
"stupid and lucky." those are the words the director of the el paso 
zoo used to describe the women who trespassed at the zoo's 
spider monkey enclosure. 
teens crash through homes roof 
a car catapulted through the air into a house in eureka, missouri, 
just feet from where the owners were sleeping -- and everyone 
walked away unharmed. 
stay out of henry cavill's love life 
henry cavill is very happy in love, and would be enormously 
grateful if you would be happy for him. 
the "man of steel" star posted a selfie with his girlfriend natalie 
viscuso with a lengthy caption which began "dear fans and  
followers, i wanted to make a wee community announcement. there 
has been lots of, let's call it speculation for now, about my 
private life and professional partnerships." 
kendall jenner tone-deaf tequila ad 
kendall jenner is facing accusations of cultural appropriation -- 
again. 
this time around, it's over the new ad campaign for her 818 tequila. 
the 25-year-old model is featured in new photos and video promos 
for the brand, which were shot on an agave farm in jalisco, mexico, 
where she set up shop for the new venture. 
monday 6/7: 
meat processor cyber attack 
the world's largest meat supplier, jbs foods, has been crippled by a cyberattack. 
jbs shut its north american and australian i-t networks down after the company 
realized it had been hit by an attack. 
'big cheese' drug dealer arrested 
a drug dealer in the english city of liverpool thought he was the big cheese -- 
until police got all the evidence they needed to arrest him from a picture he 
shared of himself holding a small block of cheese. 
mayor answers only reporters of color 
chicago mayor lori lightfoot announced that she will grant one-on-one 
interviews solely to journalists of color. 
bird's eye view of nyc 
the $3-point-3 billion development at one vanderbilt - which will be the tallest 
building in central manhattan, will feature an enclosed, outdoor glass elevator 
and transparent sky boxes, giving people a bird's-eye view of new york city. 
selfie-taking cyclist wipes out 
a cyclist attempting to snap a selfie in the background of a live news broadcast 
on msnbc ended up wiping out on national tv. 
tuesday 6/8: 
virgin galactic launches test flight 
shares of virgin galactic soared more than 25 percent in premarket trading 
after the company completed its first spaceflight in over two years. 



the successful test flight saw the company's vss unity spacecraft hurtle to the 
edge of the earth's atmosphere carrying two pilots for the first time. 
blm co-founder resigns 
the embattled co-founder of black lives matter announced that she's resigning 
as executive director amid criticism over her lavish lifestyle. 
37-year-old patrisse cullors, who has been at the helm of the black lives matter 
global network foundation for nearly six years, said she is leaving to focus on a 
book and tv deal. 
politician caught urinating on cam 
a canadian lawmaker has apologized after being caught urinating on camera 
during virtual parliamentary proceedings, just weeks after he appeared naked 
during a video call. 
power couple gives nyc newest gem 
new york city's newest park, "little island," drew thousands of grateful visitors 
to the 2-point-4-acre refuge floating on the hudson. and it was all thanks to 
fashion legend diane von furstenberg and her hollywood mogul hubby, barry 
diller, for this gift. 
guy fieri's $80-million contract 
guy fieri, cable television's so-called mayor of flavortown, recently signed a 
fresh contract with the food network for his popular diners, drive-ins, and dives 
and guy's grocery games. 
the contract will pay the celebrity chef $80-million over three years, a $50- 
million raise from his prior agreement. 
pete davidson hints at snl departure 
pete davidson is continuing to fuel rumors that he's departing "saturday night 
live." 
in a roundtable with the hollywood reporter, the 27-year-old "king of staten 
island" star hinted that his tenure on the nbc sketch comedy series could be 
coming to an end. 
wednesday 6/9: 
airlines suspend alcohol service 
american airlines has joined southwest airlines in suspending alcohol services 
on flights. 
the decision follows a recent assault of a southwest flight attendant that 
resulted in a serious injury. 
bat on a plane 
an air india flight from new delhi to new york city had to be rerouted back to 
new delhi when, 30 minutes after takeoff, a crazed bat started flying around the 
cabin. 
concert tix encourage vaccinations 
a concert promoter in tampa florida, is offering a massive discount to 
vaccinated people ready to see live music again. 
leadfoot promotions is selling tickets to an upcoming show featuring punk band 
teenage bottle rocket for $18 to those who are vaccinated, and $999 for those 
who are not. 
gaming buddies needed 
frontier bundles dot com, which sells internet and phone service packages, said 
the selected pair of friends will each receive a nintendo switch lite, nintendo 
online access, free snacks and popular games including mario kart 8 deluxe and 
animal crossing: new horizons for their 21-hour gaming marathon. 
miles teller punched in hawaii 
miles teller's wife, keleigh sperry teller, is speaking out after her husband was 
attacked during the couple's hawaii vacation. 
shortly after reports surfaced that the actor was punched in the face at a 
restaurant in hawaii, sperry teller released a statement on her instagram story, 
confirming that an altercation had occurred, while disputing reports that it was 



over an unpaid bill. 
kim kardashian scared of stalker 
kim kardashian isn't taking any chances with her safety, filing a temporary 
restraining order on a man she claims has been stalking her property while 
proclaiming his love for her. 
kim's attorney filed an order to protect her from 32-year-old charles peter 
zelenoff, whom the reality star claims has been harassing her for months. 
thursday 6/10: 
teen killer will be tried as an adult 
the florida teenager accused of killing 13-year-old cheerleader , allegedly 
stabbed her more than 100 times -- and will face trial as an adult. 
14-year-old aiden fucci was indicted by a grand jury on charges of first-degree 
premeditated murder. 
china easing birth limits 
china's ruling communist party announced that it is easing its two-child per limit 
birth control policy, allowing coupes a third. 
a ruling party meeting led by president xi jinping said the move will be conducive 
to improving china's population structure, fulfilling the country's strategy of 
actively coping with an aging population and maintaining the advantage, 
endowment of human resources. 
rescued from a storm drain...again 
a woman who was missing for three weeks and then rescued from a florida 
storm drain found herself in another underground tunnel system in texas. 
43-year-old lyndsey kennedy climbed out of a 6-foot drain pipe and was taken to a 
hospital. kennedy had been checked into a rehabilitation facility in texas when she 
wandered off. 
fastest woman to scale mt. everest 
a hong kong teacher has become the fastest female climber to scale mount 
everest -- smashing the previous record by more than 13 hours. 
45-year-old sang yin-hung climbed the world's highest peak from the base camp in 
25 hours and 50 minutes. 
grandmother earns degree during pandemic 
never say never! a 71-year-old pennsylvania grandmother fulfilled a life-long 
dream during the pandemic, graduating with high honors with a liberal arts 
degree. 
jay cutler wants half of kristin cavallari brand 
kristin cavallari and jay cutler's divorce has reportedly hit a roadblock. 
the 38-year-old former nfl quarterback is said to be seeking half ownership of 
cavallari's lifestyle company, uncommon james, citing that the brand was 
launched during their marriage. 
back away from brazilian butt-lift 
dr. terry dubrow says folks who want a bigger butt need to work their butt off 
in the gym instead of opting for a popular surgical procedure ... that actually 
has a good chance of killing you! 
friday 6/11: 
hospital workers sue over vaccine mandate 
more than 100 workers at a hospital in texas have filed a lawsuit over their 
employer's covid-19 vaccine requirement. 
the 117 workers at houston methodist hospital claim in a lawsuit that the 
hospital's vaccine mandate forces them to subject themselves to medical 
experimentation as a prerequisite to feeding their families. 
olympic athletes covid-19 waiver 
athletes who compete in the summer olympic games in tokyo will be required to 
sign a waiver assuming all covid-19 risks prior to participating. 
participants have signed similar waivers in the past, but this version includes 
verbiage to protect the international olympic committee and olympic organizers 



in regards to covid-19. 
naomi osaka quits french open 
tennis star naomi osaka said she is withdrawing from the french open after 
refusing to speak to the media at the grand slam. 
the four-time major winner posted a statement saying she was pulling out so 
that everyone can get back to focusing on the tennis going on in paris, adding 
that she would take some time away from the court. 
no more 'tiger king' for carole baskin 
the cat is out of the bag -- carole baskin won't be back for a second season of 
"tiger king." 
baskin says she was asked to participate in a follow-up to the smash hit netflix 
show, but turned the producers down. 
baskin claimed after it had aired that the producers had made her believe that 
she'd be the heroine of the show, then delved into rumors that she'd murdered 
her first husband and fed his body to her tigers. 
cher biopic in the works 
cher is ready to turn back time with a biopic -- just in time for her 75th birthday. 
the oscar winner celebrated her three-quarter-century landmark by 
enthusiastically announcing that a movie about her life is on the way. 
the "believe" singer said that her friend and oscar winner eric roth -- who also 
worked on "a star is born" and "forrest gump" -- will write the script. 
monday 6/14: 
passenger tries to break into cockpit 
a passenger attempted to breach the cockpit of a delta air lines 
flight from los angeles to nashville, forcing the plane to make an 
emergency stop in albuquerque, new mexico. 
spike in deaths of unbelted drivers 
the statistics in this next story are disturbing! the number of people 
killed after being involved in a car crash while not wearing their 
seat belt rocketed by 20% last year, even though the roads were 
much quieter because of covid.    
 
cow poo will not fight covid 
doctors in india have urged people not to smear themselves with 
cow poo in an effort to ward off coronavirus. 
medical officials said there is no scientific evidence behind the 
practice and warned that it risks spreading other diseases. 
  
 
cows help cops catch motorist 
a group of brave cows are being applauded for helping police catch 
a motorist over a registration violation in rural wisconsin. 
2-yr-old youngest to join mensa 
a los angeles toddler has become the youngest american member 
of mensa, where membership is strictly limited to those who score 
at the highest levels in iq tests. 
matt leblanc is ireland's favorite uncle 
matt leblanc has become the obsession of ireland. social media is 
all about joey ... with fans ogling his look on the reunion, saying he 
looked like their favorite irish uncle. 
irish fans have gone nuts over what they call matt's jovial attitude, 
his look and his choice of clothing. they say matt reminds them of 
their "da" ... that's how the irish refer to a father or uncle. 
tuesday 6/15: 
man charged for killing iguana 
a florida man accused of killing an iguana wanted a charge of 



animal cruelty dismissed on the basis of the state's "stand your 
ground" law. a judge has denied his motion. 
2-yr ban for kentucky derby winner 
bob baffert, this year's winner of the kentucky derby has been 
banned by horse racing venue churchill downs for the next two 
years after his prize horse failed two drug tests. 
back off barbie, it's human ken doll 
22-year-old botox boy-toy jimmy featherstone has shelled out over 
$14-thousand-dollars on lip fillers, cheek implants and veneers in 
an effot to sculpt himself into barbie's handsome hunk of arm 
candy, ken. 
featherstone has held down a number of jobs in order to earn 
enough money to pay for his ken doll cosmetic procedures and 
upkeep.  
 
chased by gator 
a fisherman in florida had a very close call with an alligator, and 
he has a video to prove it. 
22-yer-old tommy lee was tarpon fishing in the everglades when he 
came face-to-face with a bull alligator he believes was more than 11 
feet in length. 
zayn malik near-brawl 
zayn malik nearly came to blows with a man outside a new york city 
bar. 
the former one direction member was captured on video getting 
into a verbal altercation with a man. 
malik, whose girlfriend gigi hadid was not with him, was smoking a 
cigarette when the unknown man tried picking a fight. 
mariah carey dumps jay-z's roc nation 
mariah carey has parted ways with jay-z and his management 
company, roc nation, after an argument with the rapper during a 
meeting about the future of her career. 
a source close to the situation mariah has made it clear she wants 
nothing more to do with jay and has called it quits with roc nation. 
she will formally depart in the next few weeks. 
wednesday 6/16: 
mom arrested for posing as teen in school 
a texas mom was arrested for allegedly posing as her 13-year-old 
daughter for nearly a whole day of middle school. 
30-year-old casey garcia allegedly slipped into the unnamed school 
dressed as the teen -- complete with a hoodie, backpack and face 
mask -- to prove a point about lax security. 
suspect tosses baby at cops 
a florida man tossed a 2-month-old baby at a sheriff's deputy after 
he took police -- and the child -- on a high-speed chase through 
residential neighborhoods. 
36-year-old john henry james is facing a slew of charges including 
aggravated child abuse after a 40-minute drive when he tried to 
shake sheriff's deputies with the kid in the car. 
first billionaire flying to space 
jeff bezos is set to beat his billionaire buddies to space. 
bezos announced that he will fly to space next month on blue 
origin's first crewed flight. 
bezos' younger brother mark will join him, as will the winner of a 
public auction currently being held for another seat. bidding on the 
auction stood at $2-point-8 million. 



most expensive parking space 
a parking space in an affluent hong kong neighborhood sold for $1- 
point-3 million -- a new world record. 
the parking space at the luxury mount nicholson residential 
project was sold to an unidentified buyer. 
the price for the 134-square foot parking space amounts to about 
$9-thousand-500 per square foot. 
artost sells invisible sculpture 
an italian artist sold an invisible sculpture for over $18-thousanddollars and had to give the buyer 
a certificate of authenticity to 
prove it's real. 
salvatore garau sold his piece, entitled "i am," to an unidentified 
buyer. 
the 67-year-old artist explained that you don't see it but it exists; it 
is made of air and spirit. 
chris rock condemns cancel culture 
comedian and actor chris rock has claimed that "cancel culture" 
has led to unfunny and boring material from comedians. 
"cancel culture" is a term used to describe the mass shaming or 
condemnation of individuals who have done or said something that 
has been construed as offensive. 
thursday 6/17: 
nigeria bans twitter 
nigerian president muhammadu buhari declared that twitter would 
be indefinitely suspended, but nigerians aren't too happy about it. 
the statement issued by the nigerian government stated that the 
federal government of nigeria has suspended, indefinitely, the 
operations of the microblogging and social networking service,  
 
apple ceo faces school lawsuit 
connecticut business professor ralph reilly claims in the suit that 
he and wozniak made a handshake agreement in 2011 to establish a 
tech university. 
the school would have been dubbed the woz institute of 
technology, relying on wozniak's name and reputation as a key 
engineer behind apple's early days. 
while the idea never came to fruition, wozniak launched a similar 
venture under the name woz u in 2017 in partnership with computer 
coding boot camp firm coder camps.  
 
simone biles makes history 
defending world champion gymnast simone biles became the first 
woman to land the yurchenko double pike vault move in competition. 
the yurchenko double pike -- a high-difficulty skill historically only 
done by men -- is a roundoff onto the springboard, followed by a 
back handspring onto the vaulting table, and ending with a piked 
double backflip into the air to landing. 
bennifer getting serious 
jennifer lopez's children could soon be making the journey west, as 
the multi-hyphenate was spotted touring schools in los angeles 
while running in the city with ben affleck. 
the bronx-born superstar visited at least one school in los angeles 
after spending time with the oscar-winner at his home. 
prince harry baby named after queen 
prince harry called up the queen for permission to name his 
daughter lilibet, which is the monarch's nickname. 



the 36-year-old harry remains close to his grandmother, despite 
quitting the royal family in 2020 amid the "megxit" storm and giving 
recent interviews filled with accusations, including claims of 
racism, against buckingham palace. 
friday 6/18 
suspended for vaccine refusal 
houston methodist c.e.o. marc boom wrote in an internal message 
stating that nearly 25-thousand of the health care system's 
employees were fully vaccinated, but some chose not to comply. 
he also stated that 285 employees got a medical or religious 
exemption from the vaccine, while 332 workers were given deferrals 
due to pregnancy or other reasons. 
a group of 117 unvaccinated staffers at houston methodist hospital 
sued the hospital system claiming the required vaccinations are an 
infringement on their rights. 
man passes out while getting vaccine 
a fear of needles sent man crashing to floor amid getting the covid 
shot. take a look. {stop} 
the man with a mega fear of injections faced his phobia while 
getting a covid vaccine in brazil as the jittery patient screams in pain 
and then faints onto the floor before regaining consciousness 
about a minute later. 
the healthcare robot 
the hong kong team behind celebrity humanoid robot sophia is 
launching a new prototype, grace, targeted at the health care 
market and designed to interact with the elderly and those isolated 
by the covid-19 pandemic. 
dressed in a blue nurse's uniform, grace has asian features, collarlength brown hair and a 
thermal camera in her chest to take your 
temperature and measure your responsiveness. she uses artificial 
intelligence to diagnose a patient and can speak english, mandarin 
and cantonese. 
kim k feels like a failure after split 
kim kardashian broke down in tears, telling her family she feels like 
a failure amid her crumbling marriage to kanye west. 
"i feel like a failure, that's a third marriage," kim said in a flashback 
clip during an episode of "keeping up with the kardashians." 
through tears, kim said that kanye deserved a woman who could 
follow him to another state while she raises their four kids. 
kanye west dating irina shayk 
multiple sources have confirmed the rapper is already dating and 
not just anyone, it's model irina shayk. 
the pair, who are in france on vacation for west's 44th birthday, have 
only been an item for a short period of time, as he is going through 
a divorce from kim kardashian. 
monday 6/21 
passenger subdue unruly passenger 
witnesses have described the terrifying moment crew asked for 
strong men to help subdue a passenger who tried to open a door on 
a delta flight from los angeles to atlanta. 
an eyewitness said on twitter that off-duty flight attendant 
grabbed the public address system in the front galley and made an 
announcement telling others to take their seats and to be prepared 
to put on their oxygen masks, before attempting to force open the 
door. 
the passenger appeared to be wearing an orange life jacket. 



uber driver cries after one-dollar tip 
the driver, who goes by the tiktok name delivery guy 100, goes on to 
say that just a little bit of a higher tip would make a huge 
difference, at least for his morale. 
he then details just how difficult it is to make a sustainable income 
working for the various food delivery service apps, finally saying 
that working for delivery service apps is tragically no way to 
survive. 
tinder can block people you know 
tinder is introducing a brand-new feature called block contacts 
that will allow users to avoid awkward encounters with exes, 
cousins, bosses or just about anyone they would rather not see -- 
or be seen by. the new feature will allow users to block any or all 
of their phone contacts within the app. 
  
 
bye karen! 
recent data gathered from the social security administration found 
that new parents have said their goodbyes to the name karen. 
in 20-20 the name "karen" dropped 171 spots in baby name rankings 
for girls. 
mba's are surging 
the mba is not dead. 
in fact, its demand is seeing a resurgence, in part due to increasing 
accessibility thanks to an online format. 
amid covid-19, online mba programs saw the biggest spike in 
applications. 
floyd mayweaher vegas home burglarized 
floyd mayweather says his las vegas home was burglarized and a 
bunch of valuable property was taken ... and now the boxing 
superstar is pleading for help, offering at least $100-thousand for 
info leading to the arrest of the burglars. 
tuesday 6/22 
fbi holding illegally seized items 
the fbi wants to keep $86 million in cash and millions more in jewelry 
and other valuables seized in a raid on a beverly hills, california, 
safe deposit box business, even though a judge specifically said the 
contents of the boxes wasn't up for grabs. 
father sues police for wrongful stop 
a springfield, illinois man is suing the city and six of its police 
officers for opening a small urn containing his daughter's ashes 
and allegedly desecrating it during a traffic stop. 
bus driver sues hemp tea company 
a staten islander went from driving an mta bus to cleaning it -- all 
because of false advertising on a weight loss tea. 
34-year-old roy hunter was trying to get healthier when he began 
drinking iaso instant tea, a broad-spectrum hemp extract drink 
which is supposed to help people shed pounds. 
he had scored his dream job driving a bus for the mta in november 
2012, and by 2020 was looking to get healthier after years of the 
mostly sedentary work. 
that's when he found the tea, which is advertised as having 0- 
point-0% thc, the compound in marijuana. 
shark season 
professional shark taggers warn there are at least four great 
whites lurking off the long island and new jersey coast en route 



to cape cod – with a 600-pounder named rose and a monster 16-foot, 
3-thousand-456-pounder called mary lee right behind them. 
there are currently 70 sharks tagged, but they represent a tiny 
portion of the maneaters out there. the numbers will peak in late 
summer near cape cod, and then they will turn around and migrate 
back to the carolinas. 
whale of a tale 
at least one doctor at the cape cod hospital that treated the 
lobsterman who claims he was nearly swallowed by a humpback 
expressed skepticism about the whale of a tale. 
$28-million to fly with jeff bezos 
an unidentified winner grabbed the first seat on jeff bezos' 
spacecraft for an out-of-this-world $28-million. 
adding in the 6% buyers commission added to the highest priced bid, 
the winner will pay $2-point-7 million per minute for the 11-minute 
flight scheduled for july 20th, which falls on the 52nd anniversary 
of the moon landing. 
crappy situation 
production on nbc's upcoming competition show "ultimate slip 'n 
slide" was halted after more than three dozen crew members were 
sickened by an outbreak of awful explosive diarrhea. 
the sickening conditions left people collapsing on set and being 
forced to run into port-o-potties. 
wednesday 6/23 
israel gets new prime minister 
naftali bennett was sworn in as israel's new prime minister after 
winning a confidence vote with the narrowest of margins, just 60 
votes to 59. 
his victory ends a 12-year grip on power by former prime minister 
benjamin netanyahu, the country's longest-serving leader. 
jpmorgan checking employee texts 
bankers at jp morgan are panicking over recent orders from the 
megabank to save all of their work-related text messages -- even if 
they were tapped out on personal devices and apps. 
66 pounds of cocaine wash ashore 
a florida wildlife manager searching for sea turtles at the beach 
made one "shell" of a discovery instead. $1-point-2 million in cocaine 
that washed ashore. 
lady liberty has a little sister 
new yorkers have a surprise gift to look forward to for this 
independence day: a second statue of liberty sent by france. 
this new bronze statue, nicknamed the "little sister," is onesixteenth the size of the world-famous 
one that stands on liberty 
island.  
 
365 consecutive days of lake jump 
a chicago man who jumped into lake michigan to treat a hangover in 
june 2020 has now jumped into the lake for 365 consecutive days. 
dan o'conor took a leap into the water at montrose harbor, 
marking his 365th consecutive jump into lake michigan in what has 
become his daily routine amid the covid-19 pandemic. 
chrissy teigen mea culpa 
all of chrissy teigen is sorry. 
the 35-year-old model returned to instagram with a lengthy 
message to apologize for her past cyberbullying of courtney 
stodden, among others.  



 
thursday 6/24 
it's raining weed 
a drug dealer tossed an entire bag of weed off a brooklyn rooftop 
during a deal gone wrong, causing a free-for-all on the street 
below, as passersby scrambled to load up on free pot. 
world wide web code up for sale 
the creator of the world wide web, is auctioning off his invention's 
source code as an nft. 
although the groundbreaking code has long been in the public 
domain, computer scientist tim berners-lee has now authorized the 
sale of a single edition of his original time-stamped files. 
baby named html 
a web designer named mac has reportedly named his newborn son 
hypertext mark-up language, or html, in honor of his line of work. 
mac pascual gave his boy the moniker because having unique names 
is a family tradition -- and he's passionate about his programming. 
html was downloaded weighing 4-point-9 pounds. his aunt snapped a 
picture of the small peripheral and shared it on facebook with the 
caption, "welcome to the world html." 
burrito blamed for olympic doping ban 
olympic runner shelby houlihan said she has been banned from the 
sport for four years following a positive test for anabolic 
steroids that she attributes to eating a pork burrito. 
'the talk' renewed 
"the talk" has been renewed for a 12th season following longtime 
co-host sharon osbourne's dramatic departure from the daytime 
show earlier this year. 
cbs did not reveal whether the current crop of co-hosts -- sheryl 
underwood, carrie ann inaba, amanda kloots and elaine welteroth -- 
are all returning or if a replacement for osbourne would be 
named. 
roger waters turns down facebook 
roger waters has revealed that facebook honcho mark zuckerberg 
offered him big bucks to use pink floyd's classic 1979 anthem 
"another brick in the wall, part 2" in an instagram ad. 
however, the co-founding member of the iconic rock band turned 
zuckerberg down flat -- with a foulmouthed touch. 
friday 6/25 
man jailed for killing & eating mom 
a spanish man has been jailed for 15 years and five months for 
killing and eating his mother at the apartment they shared . 
alberto sanchez gomez killed his mother, cut up her body and ate 
her over a period of at least 15 days in early 2019. his mother, who 
wasn't named in the court statement, has been identified by local 
media as maria soledad gomez. 
man tries to sell car with corpse inside 
a tennessee man has been accused of killing his girlfriend and then 
trying to sell her car with her dead body in the back seat. 
31-year-old robert johnson allegedly tried to hawk the vehicle a 
day before the strangled remains of 44-year-old pamela paz were 
found under a nashville overpass. 
man redefines razor rash 
24-year-old nick holterman said that he got the deep sores on his 
chin and jawline after he used his roommate's razor to shear off 
some unsightly stubble on his chin and cheeks. 



a few days later he started to suffer from a really bad upper 
respiratory infection while his chin broke out in bumps that 
resembled spider bites. 
stiletto crocs 
the comfort shoe of the covid-19 pandemic has taken a dangerous 
turn. balenciaga has unveiled its latest collaboration with crocs, 
in the form of a narrow heel, placed precariously on the sole of its 
trademark rubber clog. 
this monstrosity was unveiled at the fashion house's spring 2022 
"balenciaga clones" collection. 
gnome-nappes demand cheesecake 
the kidnapping of a cafe's beloved garden gnome in scotland has 
locals mesmerized. 
the gnome went missing from the butternut squash café, which was 
soon sent a bizarre ransom note demanding no money, but 
cheesecake. 
the cafe posted a pic of the note which read: "we have your gnome. if 
you want to see him again leave 2 cheesecakes when you shut the 
cafe, we will be watching." 
christian eriksen awake after collapse 
christian eriksen is on the mend. 
the 29-year-old danish soccer player suddenly collapsed during 
the euro opening game against finland but is now "awake" and in 
stable condition. 
chadwick boseman inspired masterclass 
chadwick boseman wanted to get howard university students up to 
speed on the entertainment biz early and often, which is why he came 
up with a great idea for his alma mater ... and one it's now bringing 
to fruition. 
the university is going to be rolling out a masterclass template for 
the chadwick a. boseman college of fine arts that's actually 
inspired by the man himself -- who presented his concept to head 
honchos before he passed away last year. 

 
 

Coffee With America 
WHDO .2 

Mondays 6:00am 
30 minutes 

Coffee With America 
 
This week on an all-new Coffee with America, host Sasha Rionda has 
tips for healthy pets and what the “new normal” looks like for tech. 
Monday, April 26, 21 
Monday, June 7, 21 
 
Coffee With America 
 
This week on an all-new Coffee with America, host Sasha Rionda learns 
why camping is a hot vacation trend. Plus, tasty plant-based drinks, the  
Best New Product Award winners, and money tips for women. 
Monday, May 3, 21 
 



Coffee With America 
 
Coming up this week on Coffee with America, Sasha Rionda tells you 
what to toss, what to keep and what to add as you spring clean your 
beauty bag. Plus, the surprise home makeover for one military family.. 
Monday, April 19, 21 
Monday, June 14, 21 
 
Coffee With America 
 
This week on an all-new Coffee with America, host Sasha Rionda has 
tips for improving you’re your health as we head into spring.  
Monday, June 14, 21 
 
Coffee With America 
 
This week on an all-new Coffee with America, host Sasha Rionda gets 
home improvement tips for spring.  
Monday, May 17, 21 
Monday, June 21, 21 
 
Coffee With America 
 
New this week on Coffee with America, Sasha Rionda has tailgating tips 
for a unique football season. Plus, making sure you’re internet is 
meeting your needs as you continue to work and learn from home. And, 
making a fall safety checklist. 
Monday, April 5, 21 
Monday, June 28, 21 

 
 

Coffee With America 
 
Coming up this week on Coffee with America, Sasha Rionda has a fall 
checklist for busy moms. Plus, don’t put off getting your mammogram 
during the pandemic. And, making sure your car is in tip-top shape for 
colder weather. 
Monday, April 12, 21 
Monday, May 24, 21 
 
Coffee With America 
This week on an all-new Coffee with America, host Sasha Rionda 
shares why you shouldn’t skip your dentist visit during the pandemic.  
Monday, May 31, 21 
 
  

Hiring America 
WHDO .2 

Monday 11:00am 
30 minutes 

Hiring America 
 



This week on Hiring America, the inspiring story of how a 
national online university helped a veteran and military 
spouse find a career and fulfill her passion for serving 
others. And we’ll feature a program designed to lower a 
military spouse unemployment rate of almost 20%. 

Monday, April 5, 21 
Monday, April 19, 21 
 

Hiring America 
 
This week on Hiring America, a Medal of Honor winner talks 
about the difficult challenges he faced transitioning from the 
military to civilian life. This U.S. Army hero explains why he 
needed help, and how he got it. 

Monday, April 12, 21 
 
 
 
 
 

Hiring America 
 
This week on Hiring America, find out how the DAV has 
become an important player in helping veterans find jobs. 
Through virtual job fairs, the Disabled American Veterans 
are connecting employers with transitioning military 
members. 

Monday, May 3, 21 
Monday, May 10, 21 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hiring America 
 



This week on Hiring America, we take an in-depth look at the 
DAV. The Disabled American Veterans has been helping 
service members for over 100 years. 
And you might be surprised at the range of services offered by 
DAV. And an Army veteran tells his emotional story about how 
Operation Coming Home turned his life around.  

Monday, May 10, 21 
Monday, April 26, 21 
 
 
 

Hiring America 
 
This week on Hiring America, Amazon officials talk about the 
hiring and apprenticeship programs they offer aimed at 
veterans and military spouses. And we focus on one state’s 
successful efforts to support employers who hire national 
guard and reservists. 

Monday, May 17, 21 
Monday, June 14, 21 
 
 
 
 
Hiring America 
 
This week on Hiring America, you’ll learn about an app built 
specifically for veterans to help them find career mentors 
and grow their network. And why would anyone repeat boot 
camp? Patriot Boot Camp gives future entrepreneurs lots of 
reasons. 

Monday, May 24, 21 
Monday, June 21, 21 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hiring America 
 



This week on Hiring America, military spouses storm capitol 
hill to fight for military spouse unemployment. The virtual 
event provides a rallying point for spouses to lobby 
congress. This story plus an Education Moment about financial 
assistance for active duty service members. 

Monday, May 31, 21 
Monday, June 28, 21 
 
 
 
 

More Than the Music 
WHDO .2 

Monday 11:30am 
30 minutes 

More than the Music 
 
Frank Ray, Sam Outlaw 
It's off to Nashville again where Stacy visits with Frank Ray In 
Nashville. Then, she'll sit down with Sam Outlaw at Alley Taps.  
Monday, April 12, 21 
Monday, April 26, 21 
 
 
More than the Music 
 
Mitch Ryder 
Stacy Newman sits down with rock and roll legend Mitch Ryder in 
Heartland studios to discuss life and music.  
Monday, May 3, 21 
 
More than the Music 
 
AmericanaFest Part 3 
In the conclusion of our AmericanaFest coverage, Stacy Newman chats 
with 
Korby Lenker and Cereus Bright's Tyler Anthony. 
Monday, April 5, 21 
Monday, May 17, 21 
 
More than the Music 
 
Kevin Costner Part 1 
Stacy visits Park City, UT, to chat with Kevin Costner about his music and 
Modern West.  
Monday, April 19, 21 
Monday, May 24, 21 
 
 
More than the Music 
 



Kevin Costner Part 2 
Stacy visits Park City, UT, to chat with Kevin Costner about his music and 
Modern West.  
Monday, May 10, 21 
 
More than the Music 
 
McCreery-Atkins 
Scotty McCreery dropped by MTTM's studio to discuss his latest project 
and the #1 single "Five More Minutes." Plus, we'll chat with Nicole Atkins 
about her new album, "Goodnight Rhonda Lee."  
Monday, May 31, 21 
 
More than the Music 
 
Don McLean 
In this episode, we visit Alley Taps in Nashville where Stacy Newman sits 
down with legendary rocker Don McLean.  
Monday, June 7, 21 
Monday, June 21, 21 
 
More than the Music 
 
AmericanaFest 
Stacy Newman and the MTTM crew hit the road for Nashville, bringing our 
viewers the best of AmericanaFest 2018. Stacy chats with Colin Hay and 
John Paul White.  

Monday, June 14, 21 
 

More than the Music 
 
AmericanaFest Part 2 
Stacy Newman and the MTTM are back in Nashville for AmericanaFest 
2018 where Stacy chats with Marc Broussard and Lillie Mae. 
Monday, June 28, 21 
 

 
Orlando, FL 

Community Calendar 
Daily, 8:10am – 9:34am, 1-3 minutes each  

 
Saturday, April 3rd  
FINS UP BUNNY HOP 5K FUN RUN & WALK: Spring on over to Fins Up Beach Club to enjoy a 
fun and festive fitness adventure that is sure to get you hopping! Awards will be given to the top 3 
competitors. 8:30 am-9:00 am Registration, 9:00 am Race Begins. Starts at Fins Up Beach Club. 
$10 per runner / 50% donated to Give Kids the World. Margaritaville Resort Orlando 8000 Fins 
Up Circle Kissimmee, FL 34747 
 
Saturday, April 3th  
12th ANNUAL HANNIBAL SQUARE HERITAGE CENTER FOLK & URBAN ART FESTIVAL:  
Online and in-person activities featuring local artists, cultural edutainment, Minny The Mule Art 
Hop for Kids, storytelling, and more free fun for the whole family. Please contact Barbara 



Chandler, bchandler@crealde.org (407-539-2680) for any inquires. 642 W New England Ave 
Winter Park, FL 32789 
 
Sunday, April 4th  
EASTER IN ORLANDO: Easter Sunday is April 4, 2021, and Orlando will be celebrating with 
Bunny appearances, special events, dining options and much more. 400 S Orange Ave Orlando, 
FL 32801 
 
Friday, April 9th until Thursday, April 22nd 
30th ANNUAL FLORIDA FILM FESTIVAL: The Florida Film Festival announced the program 
lineup for the 30th Annual Festival, April 9-22, 2021, happening online and in Maitland and Winter 
Park, Florida, with Primary Sponsor Full Sail University and Primary Public Partners Orange 
County Government and the Florida Division of Cultural Affairs. The Festival will screen 164 films 
representing 31 countries. Of the films selected, 151 have premiere status, including 23 world 
premieres. Full lineup listed below. Film descriptions, trailers, stills, and schedule available on our 
website. 1300 Orlando Ave Maitland, FL 32751 
 
Saturday, April 10th 
ORLANDO MAGIC 5K AND KIDS RUN PRESENTED BY ADVENTHEALTH VIRTUAL: Magic 
fans are invited to participate virtually in the Inaugural Orlando Magic 5k and Kids' Run presented 
by AdventHealth! Starting at 6am join the community of Magic fans known as the team's Sixth 
Man, and be part of “Magic Together” as we walk or run for a good cause. Experience new 
technology with Real-Time Remote Racing. 
 
Saturday, April 17th  
ARTS IN APRIL: THE WORLD OUTSIDE: The community is invited to see, create, and connect 
with art at a daylong Arts in April celebration on Saturday, April 17, 2021. Themed “The World 
Outside,” Arts in April is hosted by the City of Winter Garden and the Winter Garden Art 
Association to promote and support local arts, while providing opportunities for adults and 
children to explore and enjoy art. 
 
 
Saturday, April 24th  
MOPAR MAFIA CAR & TRUCK SHOW: On April 24 from 4-8 pm, Promenade at Sunset Walk & 
“Mopar Mafia” Car & Truck Show will be holding an event benefiting the Autism Society of 
Greater Orlando. Entry fee per car (people in each car are free) - $30.00 VIP / $20.00 General 
Parking and FREE for spectators, friends, and family. Top 9 Trophy Awards, Custom Autism 
Guitar, 50/50 raffle, plus many other prize giveaways. All makes & models are welcome. 100% of 
proceeds to Autism Society of Greater Orlando. Promenade at Sunset Walk 3251 Margaritaville 
Boulevard Kissimmee, FL 34747 
 
Saturday, May 1st  
IMMIGRANT APPRECIATION DAY: On May 1, Orlando Center for Justice (OCJ) in honor of the 
worker and El Dia del Nino in Mexico (April 30) is hosting an immigrant appreciation outdoor 
event with coffee and pastelitos for sale. All proceeds from coffee and pastelitos go to OCJ to 
serve immigrants in our community. Event is from 9:30 - 11:30 a.m. for the public with a special 1 
hour from 8:30 - 9:30 for any social justice groups or people who want to network or catch up in a 
socially responsible way. We are inviting organizations to have a table for a $10 donation, mostly 
to cover any costs. Masks will be required. Event is at 1801 Rouse Road, Orlando, FL (Spirit of 
Joy Church parking lot). 
 
Saturday, May 1st until Sunday, May 2nd 
UNIVERSAL’S MARDI GRAS 2021: INTERNATIONAL FLAVORS OF CARNAVAL: It’s Mardi 
Gras served up a whole new way. Mardi Gras 2021: International Flavors of Carnaval is a global 
food fest with cuisine and entertainment inspired by Carnaval celebrations from around the world. 



You can take a culinary journey around Universal Studios Florida. Universal Studios Florida 6000 
Universal Boulevard Orlando, FL 32819 
Tuesday, May 4th  
EBOO PATEL: THE INTERSECTION OF INTERFAITH AND RACIAL EQUALITY VIRTUAL 
EVENT: Join us for this live online virtual event featuring Eboo Patel! “I thought about the 
meaning of pluralism in a world where the forces that seek to divide us are strong. I came to one 
conclusion: We have to save each other. It’s the only way to save ourselves.” – Eboo Patel, Acts 
of Faith. Register in advance for this meeting: 
https://zoom.us/meeting/register/tJYkce6hpjooGdFLjC_vkVqOg4T-9AkDpCqc. After registering, 
you will receive a confirmation email containing information about joining the meeting. Holocaust 
Memorial Resource and Education Center of Florida 851 North Maitland Avenue 
Maitland, FL 32751 
 
Saturday, May 8th 
PAWS IN THE PARK: Pet Alliance of Greater Orlando, the region’s oldest and largest animal 
welfare agency, is excited to announce the return of their popular pet festival “Paws in the Park” 
to Lake Eola Park in Downtown Orlando on Saturday, May 8, 2021 starting at 10am.  Pet parents 
and pet lovers are all invited to join together with their fur children and fur friends for the fun-filled, 
free event, which features a full day of both “human” and “canine” activities, food and fun, like lure 
courses for big and small dogs, photo stations, doggy fun zone, costume contest, vendor 
marketplace, food trucks, Pet Alliance swag, plus plenty of pet adoption opportunities.  Pet 
Alliance is working closely with the City Of Orlando to ensure Paws in the Park is a safe event for 
the whole family to enjoy by implementing new public safety guidelines, including “human” 
attendees required to wear masks and social distancing measures. 
 
Friday, May 14th until Sunday, May 16th   
WINTER PARK SIDEWALK ART FESTIVAL: The Winter Park Sidewalk Art Festival is one of the 
nation’s oldest, largest and most prestigious outdoor art festivals. The Festival debuted in March 
1960 as a community project to bring local artists and art lovers together. It is produced by an all-
volunteer board and draws more than 350,000 visitors each year. Over 1,100 artists from around 
the world apply for the Festival each year. Festival. An independent panel of three judges select 
the 225 artists who will exhibit their works. The Festival consistently ranks as one of the top juried 
fine art festivals in the country with high rankings in Art Fair Calendar’s “2019 Best Art Fairs”, Art 
Fair Source Book’s rankings and Sunshine Artist Magazine’s “Top 100” lists. The 2021 Artists 
Application is by invitation only this year and is being extended to the final 2020 accepted artists. 
150 W Morse Blvd 
Winter Park, FL 32789 
 
 
Wednesday, June 2nd  
CREATING HOPE: HONORING THOSE LOST, SUPPORTING THOSE STRUGGLING: MUST 
REGISTER TO RECEIVE LINK TO JOIN. 6 - 7:30 p.m. Digital volunteer event honoring those 
lost to the Pulse tragedy in partnership between Letters Against Depression, Orlando United 
Assistance Center & Peer Support Space. Calling volunteers of all backgrounds! "Creating Hope" 
is a space for us to come together as a community to write personalized messages of hope for 
those who are going through a tough time. To honor the 49 lives lost on June 12th, 2016- our 
goal for this Creating Hope is to write 49 personalized, handwritten letters of hope to LGBTQ+ 
individuals struggling with mental health challenges, and other obstacles to mental wellness. We 
understand that, the nature of this event might be inflamatory; it takes emotional energy to reflect 
on the anniversary of the Pulse tragedy and to connect with our LGBTQ+ community who may be 
struggling right now. We gently encourage all to take care of themselves in whatever way you 
need. If this event is healing, cathartic, or just generally speaks to you and you have the 
emotional capactiy to pour from your cup - you are welcome to join us in our efforts to uplift our 
community members. 400 S Orange Ave Orlando, FL 32801 
 
Friday, June 4th until Saturday, June 5th  



WINE QUEST’S 25th ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION : Join us as we enjoy fine wines and craft 
spirits from around the world, delight in exquisite cuisine and bid high and often in the silent and 
live auctions. Free on-site parking will be available. 6300 Hollywood Way Orlando, FL 32819 
 
Saturday, June 5th  
5th ANNUAL COMMUNTIY RAINBOW RUN & AHF COMMUNITY FESTIVAL: Registration is now 
open for the Fifth Annual CommUNITY Rainbow Run & CommUNITY Festival benefiting the 
National Pulse Memorial and Museum and onePULSE Foundation. Scheduled for Saturday, June 
5 at 7 a.m., the 4.9K honors the 49 people killed in the Pulse nightclub tragedy, survivors and first 
responders, and is presented by Orlando Health in partnership with the UCF DeVos Sport 
Business Management Program. 2177 S Summerlin Avenue Orlando, FL 32806 
 
Saturday, June 5th  
ORLANDO UNITED DAY: We believe in the Power of Kindness and we believe in the Power of 
RED.  The red in the pride flag represents life.  The original organizers chose this color in order to 
recognize other “kindred spirits” at that first gathering. What better way to kick off Pride Month 
than all “kind” people around the world wearing RED as a celebration of life in all of its different 
colors, shapes, sizes, genders, orientations, nationalities, ages, abilities, and status – where the 
only real question is “Are you kind or are you not kind?” 400 S Orange Ave Orlando, FL 32801 
Saturday, June 12th  
#49 BELLs: On June 12 at 12 pm (your local time), we invite you to solemnly ring at least one bell 
(or other instrument) 49 times in recognition of the lives lost at Pulse and in commitment to 
advancing full inclusion for the LGBTQ+ community. You are encouraged to post a photo or video 
to social media using the hashtag #49Bells and tagging @OneOrlandoAlliance 1912 S Orange 
Ave Orlando, FL 32806 
Saturday, June 19th 
JUNETEENTH CELEBRATION: KNOWING AND REMEMBERING: In commemoration of 
“Juneteenth,” the Hannibal Square Heritage Center, Winter Park Public Library, and Winter Park 
Parks and Recreation are hosting the annual Juneteenth Celebration: Knowing and 
Remembering. This year’s Juneteenth observance will feature guest speakers, live performances, 
local food trucks, and more! The Hannibal Square Heritage Center is hosting an opening 
reception of the exhibition, “Preserving The Past, And Looking Towards The Future: A 
Celebration of Hannibal Square,” in their permanent and visiting exhibitions galleries. To schedule 
a private tour of the Heritage Center, contact Barbara Chandler: 321-594-3922 or 
bchandler@crealde.org. Tours are available from 12:30pm-1pm, 2-2:30pm, and 3:30-4pm. 642 W 
New England Ave Winter Park, FL 32789 

   Log Date Time   Length   
Thu Apr 08, 2021 09:04 AM 00:01:00 
Sat Apr 10, 2021 09:33 AM 00:01:00 
Sun Apr 11, 2021 09:30 AM 00:01:00 
Mon Apr 12, 2021 08:43 AM 00:01:00 
Thu Apr 15, 2021 08:40 AM 00:01:00 
Fri Apr 16, 2021 09:30 AM 00:01:00 
Sat Apr 17, 2021 09:30 AM 00:01:00 
Mon Apr 19, 2021 09:30 AM 00:01:00 
Tue Apr 20, 2021 08:40 AM 00:01:00 
Wed Apr 21, 2021 08:15 AM 00:01:00 
Thu Apr 22, 2021 08:41 AM 00:01:00 
Fri Apr 23, 2021 08:10 AM 00:01:00 
Sat Apr 24, 2021 08:11 AM 00:01:00 
Mon Apr 26, 2021 09:31 AM 00:01:00 
Mon Apr 26, 2021 09:33 AM 00:01:00 
Tue Apr 27, 2021 09:34 AM 00:01:00 
Wed Apr 28, 2021 09:30 AM 00:01:00 



Fri Apr 30, 2021 09:30 AM 00:01:00 
Sat May 01, 2021 08:45 AM 00:01:00 
Mon May 03, 2021 09:33 AM 00:01:00 
Tue May 04, 2021 09:30 AM 00:01:00 
Thu May 06, 2021 08:40 AM 00:01:00 
Sat May 08, 2021 09:30 AM 00:01:00 
Sun May 09, 2021 09:30 AM 00:01:00 
Mon May 10, 2021 08:42 AM 00:01:00 
Wed May 12, 2021 08:43 AM 00:01:00 
Fri May 14, 2021 09:34 AM 00:01:00 
Sat May 15, 2021 08:17 AM 00:01:00 
Mon May 17, 2021 09:30 AM 00:01:00 
Tue May 18, 2021 08:41 AM 00:01:00 
Thu May 20, 2021 09:33 AM 00:01:00 
Fri May 21, 2021 08:41 AM 00:01:00 
Sat May 22, 2021 09:30 AM 00:01:00 
Mon May 24, 2021 09:30 AM 00:01:00 
Tue May 25, 2021 09:01 AM 00:01:00 
Wed May 26, 2021 09:28 AM 00:01:00 
Thu May 27, 2021 09:30 AM 00:01:00 
Sat May 29, 2021 08:40 AM 00:01:00 
Sun May 30, 2021 08:48 AM 00:01:00 
Mon May 31, 2021 09:30 AM 00:01:00 
Tue Jun 01, 2021 09:30 AM 00:01:00 
Thu Jun 03, 2021 09:33 AM 00:03:00 
Sat Jun 05, 2021 09:33 AM 00:03:00 
   
   
   
   

                                       Public Service Announcements 
WHDO-CD .1  

 ISSUE DATES  RUNS  

 Adoption from Foster Care 4-1-21 to 4-3-21 3 

 Alzheimer’s Awareness 4-8-21 to 4-10-21 3 

 Breast Cancer Risk Education 4-11-21 to 4-19-21 4 

 Bright Focus Foundation 5-8-21 to 5-12-21 5 

 Center for Organizational Research & Education 5-13-21 to 5-16-21 4 

 Child Car Safety 6-6-21 to 6-7-21 2 

 End Drunk Driving 4-21-21 to 4-24-21 5 

 News Literacy Project 5-15-21 TO 5-28-
21 29 

 Obesity Action Coalition 6-11-21 to 6-12-21 2 

 Skin Cancer Foundation 4-25-21 to 4-27-21 3 



 Suicide Prevention 4-28-21 to 4-29-21 2 

 The Tragedy Assistance Program for 
Survivors 

4-30-21 to 5-2-21 
 3 

 U.S. Air Force 5-3-21 to 5-7-21 5 

 
 
 

Public Service Announcements 
WHDO-CD .2  

 ISSUE DATES  RUNS  

 Adoption from Foster Care 4-4-21 to 6-24-21 4 

 Building Futures Job Training and Employment 
 4-4-21 to 6-26-21 4 

 Corona Virus Response 6-22-21 to 6-28-21 2 

 DAV Covid 19 Relief for Veterans 4-7-21 to 6-30-21 4 

 Ending Hunger 5-8-21 to 6-7-21 3 

 Fatherhood Involvement 4-9-21 to 6-9-21 4 

 Fight with Care-Care Manifesto 4-6-21 to 6-11-21 4 

 Fighting Blindness 6-12-21 to 6-13-21 1 

 Gun Safety 4-12-21 to 6-15-21 4 

 Habitat for Humanity 4-13-21 to 6-17-21 4 

 High Blood Pressure Control 4-14-21 to 6-18-21 2 

 Suicide Prevention 4-15-21 to 6-19-21 2 

 Susan G Komen 6-20-21 1 

 Texting & Driving Prevention 4-8-21 to 6-21-21 2 

 The Tragedy Assistance Program for 
Survivors 

5-3-21 to 6-22-21 
 2 

 
 
 


